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Abstract
The proliferation of IoT devices has made them an attractive target for hackers to launch attacks on systems, as was the case
with Netflix or Spotify in 2016. As the number of installed IoT devices is expected to increase worldwide, so does the potential
threat and the importance of securing these devices and their communications. One approach to mitigate potential threats
is the usage of the so-called Secure Group Communications (SGC) schemes to secure the communication of the devices.
However, it is difficult to determine the most appropriate SGC scheme for a given use case because many different approaches
are proposed in the literature. To facilitate the selection of an SGC scheme, this work examines 34 schemes in terms of their
computational and communication costs and their security characteristics, leading to 24 performance and security features.
Based on this information, we modeled the selection process for centralized, distributed, and decentralized schemes as a
multi-objective problem and used decision trees to prioritize objectives.

Keywords Secure group communication scheme ·Recommendation ·Multi-objective optimization · Pareto front ·Guidelines

1 Introduction

In 2016, various Internet services such as Netflix or Spotify
were brought downby the largest distributed denial of service
(DDoS) attack. This DDos attack was carried out by thou-
sands of Internet-of-Things (IoT) devices [1] and was made
possible in the first place because companies that develop
such devices fail to secure their products [2, 3]. And on top
of that, IoT devices are often installed without considering
security [1].

According to Cisco [4], the number of installed IoT
devices will grow to 14 billion worldwide, enabling an even
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greater potential for threats than the DDoS attack in 2016.
Indeed, this growth also offers benefits in different areas, such
as smart home, smart factory, remote healthcare, or traffic
management. To offset the potential threats with the bene-
fits, it is of utmost importance to secure these devices and
especially their communications.

In contrast to the standard 1-to-1 communication encryp-
tion, the n-to-n communication that IoT devices use is more
difficult to encrypt. The reason for this is that messages need
to be encrypted for a group of recipients. To handle the n-to-n
encryption in an efficient manner, so-called Secure Group
Communication (SGC) schemes [5] can be applied. The idea
of these schemes is to perform encryption of messages only
once for the whole group instead of encrypting them individ-
ually for each group member [6].

The choice of which SGC scheme should be applied for
a specific use case is crucial as there exist a large number
of proposed schemes in the literature. They differ in their
architecture, workflow, security features, and performance.
For instance, some schemes require the presence of a trusted
third party [7]while others do not ([8, 9]). In order to facilitate
the selection of a suitable scheme, we have elaborated an
overview as well as guidelines in our previous work [10].
These guidelines and overviews were also intended to make
it easier for developers to comply with legal requirements
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such as the General Data Protection Regulation in Europe
or the Internet of Things Cybersecurity Improvement Act in
the USA, which mandate the use of appropriate encryption
techniques to protect privacy [3, 11].

Prior to our initial survey, there existed only the sur-
vey [5] from Cheikhrouhou, which provided correspond-
ing overviews and guidelines. Cheikhrouhou analyzed 22
schemes based on 10 criteria. These 10 criteria included both
performance metrics and security features, but the guidelines
were based only on the performance metrics. This work by
Cheikhrouhou has already been extended by our initial sur-
vey [10], which analyzed additional schemes based on 12
criteria and provided guidelines that consider both perfor-
mance metrics and security features.

In this article,we heavily extend our previouswork [10] by
providing amore detailed overview, extractingmore features,
and refining our guidelines.More precisely, our contributions
are (i) we now break down the computational cost of an SGC
scheme regarding the group operations addition and revo-
cation of group members as well as the group creation; (ii)
We also break down the total communication costs of an
SGC scheme in terms of the group operations of adding and
revoking group members and group creation and consider
also the number of send messages as well the message size;
(iii) The guideline considers now also the life cycle and the
applied cryptography technique. Due to these enhancements,
our original considered 12 performance and security features
have doubled to 24, allowing for a more refined selection
guide. We also altered our previous guideline by modeling
the selection process as a multi-objective problem consid-
ering both performance and security features. To find now
the best-suited SGC scheme, we first had to determine the
Pareto fronts. Those Pareto fronts symbolize the best pos-
sible solutions found in the optimization procedure. Due to
the multiple objectives, several solutions might be the result
of the optimization, all having the same utility but none of
the objectives can be improved without degrading some of
the other objectives. Nevertheless, in order to select from the
schemes that form the Pareto front, we prioritize the objec-
tives differently using decision trees. To make a decision
in our previous work, we also used decision trees, but they
were much simpler and did not require the determination of
the Pareto fronts because (1) they considered only half of the
decision factors and (2) they were either only performance
or security oriented.

To underpin the applicability of our contributions, we
would like to show how our decision trees can support the
selection of a concrete scheme. For this purpose, we consider
an Industry 4.0 scenario, which is a typical IoT use case [12–
14]. In this example scenario, we assume that the owner is
most concerned with control over the system. Therefore, the
creation and updating of groups should be controlled by a
single central entity, which alone has the authority to issue

Security
Level > 3

Unlimited
Life Cycles
or minimal
cryptogra-

phy

. . .

S2RP

SBSA

yes

Unlimited Life Cycles

Minimal cryptography

no

Fig. 1 Shortened decision tree for the selection of a centralized scheme
for the example scenario of an Industry 4.0 use case. For this scenario,
it is assumed that (1) a centralized scheme should be used, (2) secu-
rity features are more important than performance, and (3) the highest
possible security level should be maintained

instructions for group operations. Therefore, as we will see
later, only centralized systems are suitable for the owner.
Moreover, security is more important to the owner than per-
formance, and the owner therefore wants to have the highest
possible level of security. If we now consider the correspond-
ing decision tree for centralized systems,wewouldfirst select
the highest security level, which would be level 4 in the
case of centralized systems. The corresponding decision tree,
shortened accordingly, is shown in Fig. 1. In this decision
tree, the facility owner would answer yes to the question of
whether the security level should be greater than 3. Thus,
the choice of possible schemes is already limited to the two
schemes S2RP and SBSA. To make a choice between these
two schemes, the owner must decide which is more impor-
tant to him: that unlimited group operations are possible or
that the number of cryptographic techniques used isminimal.
In the former case, the choice would be SBSA; in the latter,
S2RP.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In
Sect. 2,we review the foundations that are essential for under-
standing our work. This includes the definition of Secure
Group Communication (SGC) schemes, the classification of
SGC schemes, the features of SGC schemes, cryptographic
techniques, and the problem of multi-objective optimization.

Then, in Sect. 3, we show how we extended and adapted
the information about SGC schemes from our previous sur-
vey [10] for multi-objective optimization analysis and how a
Pareto front can be determined for SGC schemes.

Based on this, we determine guidelines for selecting cen-
tralized, distributed, and decentralized schemes in Sects. 4,
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5, and 6, respectively. In doing so, we establish guidelines
for each category for the following cases, respectively: The
selection of a scheme depends (1) only on its performance,
(2) only on its features, and (3) on its performance and fea-
tures. We then present cross-category guidelines in Sect. 7,
again distinguishing whether only performance, only fea-
tures, or performance and features should be considered for
selection. A discussion of the designed decision trees is pro-
vided in Sect. 8. In Sect. 9, we provide an overview as well
as a differentiation from related work and conclude the paper
with a summary in Sect. 10.

2 Background

In this section, we briefly introduce the foundations that are
important for understanding the following content. Specifi-
cally, it highlights the definition and classification of secure
group communication (SGC) schemes, what features SGC
schemes can have, and what cryptographic techniques they
are built on. Finally, we introduce the concept of multi-
objective optimization along with the Pareto principle.

2.1 Secure group communication schemes
definition

According to the definition by Sakarindr et al. [15] and
Cheikhrouhou et al. [5], an SGC scheme consists of the
following two components: the group membership manage-
ment (GMM) and the group key management (GKM).

Group membership management (GMM) includes the
required operations for maintaining the group, i.e., group
creation, the addition of members to a group, or removal of
members fromagroup. TheGMMcomponent has to securely
specify suchoperations.However, theGMMcomponent only
defines the exclusion or addition ofmembers, e.g., in the form
of a list maintained by the group controller. All other oper-
ations, which take care of updating and distribution of the
keys, are handled by the GMM component.

Group key management (GKM) provides a secret group
key that can be used by the group members. For this pur-
pose, a corresponding protocol must be offered by the GKM
component, which defines the generation, distribution, and
updates of the group key.

2.2 Secure group communication schemes
classification

SGC schemes can be divided into the following three classes:
(i) centralized, (ii) distributed/contributory, and (iii) decen-
tralized/hybrid. In the following, we introduce these cate-
gories in more detail, which are also illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2 Illustration of the three classes of SGC schemes from our
survey [16]

Centralized SGCschemes have a trusted third party,which
is also called a central authority (CI). The CI handles the
creation and updating of the group, calculates the parame-
ters needed for it, and sends them to the group members.
Thus, for the group creation only communication between
the CI and the respective members is necessary and no com-
munication of the group members among themselves. The
complete counter design to centralized SGC schemes are the
distributed/contributory SGC schemes. This class of SGC
schemes does not have a central authority, so members must
communicate among themselves to agree on a group key.
A mixture of centralized and distributed/contributory SGC
schemes are the decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes. In this
category, the group is typically divided into subgroups, with
each subgroup managed by a group member called the sub-
group controller. In this case, the CI communicates only with
the subgroup controllers,which in turn communicatewith the
group members of their subgroup. Thus, there is both a CI
and communication among the group members.

2.3 Secure group communication schemes security
features

SGC schemes can provide eight security features, which we
briefly present in the following. The first two features that
SGC schemes can have are Backward Secrecy and Forward
Secrecy. Backward Secrecy describes that members who are
newly added to the group cannot decrypt group messages
that were encrypted before they joined the group. Forward
Secrecy, on the other hand, ensures that members who have
been removed from the group cannot decrypt group mes-
sages that were encrypted after their removal. SGC schemes
that provide the Instant Rekey feature update their group key
immediately after any change in the group composition and
not later when, for example, a certain period of time has
elapsed. If an SGC scheme provides the Message Integrity
or Message Confidentiality feature, messages are protected
from malicious modification by third parties or third parties
cannot learn any meaningful information from the messages.
In addition to tamper resistance and confidentiality,messages
can also have the property that the sender can be determined
from them. This property is called Member Authentication.
Another property that SGC schemes can have isCompromise
Robustness. If an SGC scheme satisfies this feature, then in
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the case of one or more compromised group members, the
affected group members can be removed in such a way that
subsequently group communication is secure again. The last
feature that SGC schemes can have is Group Independence.
This feature deals with the problem that a group member can
be part of several groups and that a compressed group can
have effects on other groups. If this is not the case, then an
SGC scheme provides the feature Group Independence.

2.4 Cryptographic techniques

The cryptographic techniques onwhich SGC schemes can be
based can be grouped thematically into three blocks: sym-
metric cryptography, asymmetric cryptography, and pseudo-
random numbers/functions.

Symmetric cryptography schemes use the same key to
encryptmessages anddecryptmessages. Symmetric schemes
are faster than asymmetric schemes, but they also rely on
sophisticated mechanisms to securely create and distribute
the required keys. In the context of SGC schemes, for exam-
ple the XOR cipher [17] is used as a symmetric method [18].

In contrast to symmetric methods, asymmetric methods
use different keys for encryption and decryption. The key for
encryption is called public key and does not have to be kept
secret. In contrast, the key for decryptionmust be kept secret,
which is also referred to as the private key. In terms of per-
formance, asymmetric methods are slower than symmetric
methods. In the context of SGC schemes, one-way func-
tions [19], Diffie–Hellman key exchange [20], and elliptic
curve cryptography [21] are used as asymmetric methods.

Since SGC schemes are typically strictly deterministic
algorithms, the input parameters must be appropriately ran-
domized, e.g., for key generation. Therefore, corresponding
random numbers have to be generated. For this purpose,
so-called pseudorandom generators (PRGs) [22] or pseudo-
random functions (PRFs) [23] are used. In contrast to PRGs,
PRFs can accept any input data in addition to the internal
state. For both types of random number generation, it is
important that the output is indistinguishable from random
sequences and that the next numbers cannot be calculated
by an attacker from random numbers that have already been
generated.

2.5 Multi-objective optimization problem

The following definitions of a multi-objective optimization
problem are all based on the publication [24].Multi-objective
optimization problems aim to determine the optimum of the
following function f :

f : X → F

Here, F represents an m-dimensional objective space (m
≥2) and X represents an n-dimensional decision space. Thus,

the function f can also be written as f : (x1, ..., xn) →
( f1(x1, ..., xn), ..., fm(x1, ..., xn)). We denote each vector
f (x) ∈ F as an objective vector and each vector x ∈ X
as a decision vector. In addition, we assume that for all i ∈
{1,..., m} the respective fi : X → R is to be minimized
and that F ⊆ Rm . We call an objective vector f’ pareto-
optimal if no objective vector f ∈ F exists such that f < f ′
holds. For this definition of pareto-optimality, it is assumed
that optimization means minimization. This suits the context
of this work, as we target the minimization of various costs
related to the communication. The set which consists of all
pareto-optimal objective vectors forms the so-called Pareto
front. However, to determine the Pareto front, it is still nec-
essary to define when one objective vector is smaller than
another. For this purpose, the following assumption is made
in [24]: An objective vector f A = ( f A1 , ..., f Am ) is smaller
than an objective vector f B = ( f B1 , ..., f Bm ), i.e., f A < f B

if for ∀i ∈ {1, ...,m} it holds that f Ai ≤ f Bi and additionally
f A 	= f B .

3 Survey result extension and preparation
for multi object optimization analysis

This section presents howwe extend the results of our survey
on secure group communication schemes [10]with themulti-
objective analysis. This includes the summary of our initial
survey [10], the unification and extension of the obtained
performance results, and the adaptation of the definition of
the Pareto front to the problem of proposing an SGC scheme.

3.1 Initial data collection and analysis

Before we show the adaptation of our initial survey to a
multi-objective optimization problem, we briefly introduce
the approach of our initial survey, which is illustrated in
Fig. 3. As an inital data source for our former survey, we
used existing surveys ([5, 15, 25–28]) about SGC schemes.
We applied Forward Snowballing to this dataset to find more
SGC schemes. We repeated this procedure until we could
not identify any new schemes through it. We structured the
47 collected schemes into three categories: centralized, dis-
tributed/contributory, and decentralized/hybrid. The result of
this classification can be seen in Table 1. Based on this classi-
fication, we determined the features and performance of the
collected schemes. With regard to features, the eight security
features introduced in Sect. 2 (namely, backward secrecy,
forward secrecy, instant rekey, message integrity, message
confidentiality, member authentication, compromise robust-
ness, and group independence) were taken into account.
Additionally, the cryptography used and the key update fre-
quency were determined for each scheme. The performance
was determined on the basis of the following aspects: Mem-
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Fig. 3 Visualization of the major steps of the approach of our initial survey [10]

ory requirements for a group member, memory requirements
for the CI, total computation costs of a group member, total
computation costs of the CI, the total communication costs,
and the number of rounds required for group creation. Based
on this information, we built two decision trees to assist in
the selection of a scheme. One decision tree focuses only
on performance aspects and the other one on the security
features.

3.2 Secure group communication schemes survey
adjustment

In order to prepare and extend the data collected in our sur-
vey for multi-objective analysis, we set three goals regarding
performance: (1) the original performance metric computa-
tional costs should be broken down more precisely in terms
of group operation, (2) the original performance metric com-
munication costs should be broken down more precisely in
terms of the number of messages sent and the size of themes-
sages per group operation, and (3) the performance values of
the individual schemes should be directly comparable. For
the implementation of the first two points, we have repeated
our literature analysis from [10] and extended the perfor-
mance metrics as shown in Table 2 and collected the required
performance values. However, we were only able to collect
this information for 34 out of the original 47 schemes from
our Survey [10]. From the original 47 schemes, we had to
exclude those (1) that were not described in sufficient detail
for us to determine the new required performance values
ourselves and (2) for which no other sources existed that
contained the information on the new required performance
values. An overview of the remaining 34 schemes can be

seen in Table 3. (Note: We have taken the classification of
the schemes from our initial Survey [10], in which the clas-
sification was explained in more detail.)

To derive enough information about the performance of
the different SGC schemes, we first analyzed the parameters
from Table 4, which were originally used to specify the per-
formance of the different SGC schemes. In this table, it is
noticeable that these parameters (1) are either constants or
(2) can be estimated upwards with the parameter n, which
stands for the number of group members. Since in the lit-
erature the performance of the SGC schemes is additionally
indicated only by means of the Landau notation, in which
constants simply disappear, we were able to express the per-
formance of the SGC schemes in the Landau notation only as
a function of the group size. This makes it easier to compare
the performance of the different SGC schemes, since they
now only depend on the parameter n.

Regarding features, we have made only one change com-
pared to the original survey [10], which is to include the
feature life cycle. This feature describes whether a scheme
allows any number of further group operations after group
creation. Depending on the type, this feature can be limited
or unlimited. Thereby, we were able to determine this feature
for all 34 schemes considered so far.

3.3 Pareto front definition adjustment

Now that we have shown the adaptations to our data basis, we
next present how we adapted the problem of recommending
an SGC scheme to a multi-objective optimization problem.
To do this, we first define the function f : X → F to be
optimized. The decision vector X in this case consists of an
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Table 1 Classification of all 47
schemes collected in the
survey [10] into the categories
centralized,
decentralized/contributory, and
decentralized/hybrid

Centralized Distributed/contributory Decentralized/hybrid

SKDC [29] D-LKH [8] SMKD [30]

GKMP [31, 32] DH-LKH [33, 34] IGKMP [35]

LKH [36] D-OFT [37] Iolus [38]

LKH+ [9] SHM [39] MARKS[40]

OFT [41] PCGR [42] Kronos [43]

OFCT [44] CRGR [45] Slimcast [46]

S2RP [47] BKM [48] RiSeG [49]

LARK [50] EGKMST [51] LNT [52]

TKH [53] SGRS [54] DEP [55]

CFKM/FT [9] BD [56] CS [57]

ELK[58] G-DH [59] Hydra [60]

SGCH [61] Octopus [62] Alohali [6]

HSHKD [63] CKA [64]

LEAP [65] DFT [9]

EBS [66, 67]

SeGCom [68]

XKFS [69]

SBSA [70]

KMGC [71]

CL-EKM [72]

Table 2 More precise splitting
of the original metrics
computation costs and
communication costs

Computation Costs Communication Costs
. . . . . .

⇓
Computation Costs Message Size Message Size

Creation Join Leave Creation Join Leave Creation Join Leave
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

The computation costs are no longer given in general but per group operation. The metric communication
costs are now split with regard to the number of messages and the size of the messages, whereby these two
new metrics are also analyzed per group operation

Table 3 Overview of the 34
schemes for which the extended
performance analysis could be
performed

Centralized Distributed/contributory Decentralized/hybrid

SKDC [29] D-LKH [8] SMKD [30]

GKMP [31, 32] DH-LKH [33, 34] IGKMP [35]

LKH [36] D-OFT [37] Iolus [38]

LKH+ [9] SHM [39] MARKS[40]

OFT [41] PCGR [42] Kronos [43]

OFCT [44] CRGR [45] Slimcast [46]

S2RP [47] CKA [64] RiSeG [49]

SBSA [70] G-DH [59] LNT [52]

XKFS [69] Octopus [62] DEP [55]

CFKM [9] BD [56] CS [57]

EBS [66, 67] Hydra [60]

SGCH [61] Alohali [6]
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Table 4 Originally used parameters from [10] to specify the perfor-
mance of SGC schemes

Notation Description

n Number of group members

E Encryption operation

b Number of bits in the member ID

D Decryption operation

s Number of sessions in a group life cycle

K Size of a key (in bits)

a Average number of neighbors

p,p1, p2 Polynomial degree

r Set of random numbers

h Hash values

c Number of subsets in EBS

pk/sk Public key/secret key

t Threshold

g Large number

i Index of member

m Number of members in subgroup

x Length of key range a member requires

t,q Blundo parameters

th Threshold number

one-element vector whose range of values consists of the
schemes in Table 3. For the definition of the objective vec-
tor F , we distinguish, following the original survey [10],
the two cases that (1) only performance is considered and
(2) only features are considered. Thus, for the first case, we
define Fper f as shown in Eq.1. In this function, the subfunc-
tions f1(x) to f23(x) give the respective costs according to
their names in Landau notation. For example, the subfunction
f1(x) gives the member’s memory cost in Landau notation
for scheme x , or the subfunction f2(x) gives theCI’smemory
cost in Landau notation for scheme x . The range of values
of the subfunctions f1(x),..., f23(x) thereby consists of the
set {n/a, O(log(n)), O(n), O(n ∗ log(n), O(n2)} which is
based on the performance values determined in the litera-
ture research. Noticeable here is the symbol n/a which we
have included to indicate if a scheme does not support the
particular group operation.

Fper f (x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f1(x) = StorageMember (x)
f2(x) = StorageC I (x)

f3(x) = ComputationCostsCreation,Member (x)
f4(x) = ComputationCostsJoin,Member (x)
f5(x) = ComputationCostsLeave,Member (x)
f6(x) = ComputationCostsCreation,C I (x)
f7(x) = ComputationCostsJoin,C I (x)
f8(x) = ComputationCostsLeave,C I (x)
f9(x) = MessageSizeCreation,Member (x)
f10(x) = MessageSizeJoin,Member (x)
f11(x) = MessageSizeLeave,Member (x)
f12(x) = MessageSizeCreation,C I (x)
f13(x) = MessageSizeJoin,C I (x)
f14(x) = MessageSizeLeave,C I (x)

f15(x) = MessageAmountCreation,Member (x)
f16(x) = MessageAmountJoin,Member (x)
f17(x) = MessageAmountLeave,Member (x)
f18(x) = MessageAmountCreation,C I (x)
f19(x) = MessageAmountJoin,C I (x)
f20(x) = MessageAmountLeave,C I (x)

f21(x) = RoundsCreation(x)
f22(x) = RoundsJoin(x)
f23(x) = RoundsLeave(x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(1)

Ff eat (x) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

f24(x) = BackwardSecrecy(x)
f25(x) = ForwardSecrecy(x)
f26(x) = InstantRekey(x)

f27(x) = MessageIntegrity(x)
f28(x) = MessageConfidentiality(x)
f29(x) = MemberAuthentication(x)
f30(x) = CompromiseRobustness(x)
f31(x) = GroupIndependence(x)
f32(x) = UsedCryptography(x)

f33(x) = LifeCycle(x)

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(2)

After, we have treated the case that only considers the per-
formance, we now define the target vector Ff eat for the case
that only the features are considered in Eq.2. The subfunc-
tions f24(x) to f31(x) of this target vector indicate whether
the scheme x provides the respective feature. For example,
the subfunction f24 indicates whether the scheme x has the
feature backward secrecy, or the subfunction f25 reflects
whether the scheme x provides the feature forward secrecy.
The range of values of the subfunctions f24(x) to f31(x)
consists of the set {0, 1}, where 0 is returned if the scheme
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provides the respective feature and 1 otherwise. This behav-
ior may be counterintuitive at first glance, since one would
actually expect 1 to be returned if a feature is provided. The
reason why we chose the other assignment is that the Pareto
front in Sect. 2 was defined as a minimization problem and
thus 0 is evaluated better than 1. The subfunction f32 returns
a set consisting of the cryptographic techniques on which
the scheme x is based. Here, building on the results of our
survey f29 ⊆ {PK, DH, Symmetric, RSA, Hash, XOR,
PRG, Combinatorial}. The last subfunction f33 returns either
the value limited or unlimited for a scheme x . The value
unlimited is returned if the scheme x allows any number of
group operations after group creation. If the number of group
operations is limited the value limited is returned.

After defining the objective vectors, we still need to
determine when an objective vector is smaller than another
objective vector so that the objective function can be mini-
mized accordingly and the Pareto front can be determined.
To do this, we use the definition in Sect. 2.5, which states that
an objective vector is smaller than another objective vector
if each component of the objective vector is smaller than the
corresponding component of the other objective vector. Thus,
we must now define for the subfunctions f1(x) to f33(x)
corresponding order relations on their ranges of values. To
do this, we first consider the subfunctions f1 to f23 which
return an element of the set {n/a, O(log(n)), O(n), O(n ∗
log(n), O(n2)}. To define an order relation for these sub-
functions, we define the following order relation for the
possible Landau values: O(log(n)) < O(n) < O(n ∗
log(n) < O(n2). In this order relation we have deliberately
not included the symbol n/a. The reason for this is that, in our
opinion, there are also use cases where it is important that
members cannot be removed from and/or added to a group.
For example, in a smart health scenario where patients with
critical health conditions are to be monitored and it should
therefore not be technically possible to exclude, e.g., the
attending physician from the group. To accommodate use
cases where it is important that not all group operations are
supported, we have not included the n/a symbol. This has the
consequence that in the Pareto front every occurring com-
bination of supported group operations is represented and
therefore will be considered when selecting a scheme.

Next, we consider the functions f24 to f31, which return 0
or 1. We use the corresponding order relation of the integers
as the order relation for these subfunctions. This leaves the
subfunctions f32 and f33. Since the range of values of the
subfunction f32 consists of sets,wedefine the followingorder
relation for sets: f32(x) is smaller than f32(x ′) if (1) f32(x) ⊂
f32(x ′) and (2) there exists no x ′′ 	= x such that f32(x ′′) ⊂
f32(x). Lastly, the subfunction f33 returns either the value
limited or unlimited, for which we define the following
order relation: unlimited < limited.

Now that we have defined the objective vectors Fper f and
Ff eat and their corresponding order relations, we would like
to illustrate the meaning of these two vectors once again The
vector Fper f gives us an overview of the performance of
the respective scheme, since its first component indicates the
memory requirement of the members in Landau notation, the
second component indicates the memory requirement of the
CI in Landau notation and so on. The meaning of the other
components can be found in Eq.1. The vector Ff eat , on the
other hand, gives an overview of the features of the respective
scheme. For example, a scheme provides the feature back-
ward secrecy if the first component of Ff eat is 0. However,
if this component is 1, the scheme does not have the feature
backward secrecy. The second component indicates that the
scheme provides the forward secrecy feature if it contains the
value 0. However, if the value is 1, the scheme does not have
the forward secrecy feature. The meaning of the remaining
components of the vector Ff eat can be found in Eq.2.

4 Selection guidelines for centralized SGC
scheme

For the creation of guidelines, we first consider the case
where the use case dictates that a centralized scheme should
be used. In practice, this could be the case in a smart city
scenario, for example, where the city hall always wants to
have direct control over its IoT devices. The city hall can
achieve this by acting as a CI and communicating directly
with the IoT devices and not indirectly through, for example,
subgroup controllers.

For creating guidelines for centralized schemes, we first
review the features and performance of the collected cen-
tralized schemes from Table 3. Building on these reviews,
we determine the corresponding Pareto fronts by weighting
each objective equally. By forming these fronts, we are able
to narrow down the selection to those schemes for which
no clearly better scheme exists. In order to finally make a
selection from the narrowed down choice, we then designed
corresponding decision trees, which take into account which
objectives are most important for the respective use case. In
total, we present three decision trees, once for the case when
only performance is considered, once for the case when only
features are considered, and once for the case when both
performance and features are considered.

4.1 Performance-driven analysis of centralized SGC
Schemes

We begin the creation of our guidelines with the case where
the user is only interested in the performance of the cen-
tralized schemes and not in their features. This could be the
case, for example, if an existing system, that already provides
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the required features, is to be extended to include the aspect
of group encryption. For example, it may be that the exist-
ing system already provides a secure connection between the
individual group members and the central instance, so that
the group encryption scheme does not need to provide these
properties. (Note that we are referring here to the commu-
nication to create the group key and not to the subsequent
communication between the group members).

For the creation of the purely performance-oriented guide-
line, we first consider Tables 5 and 6, which provide an
overview of the performance of the centralized schemes. The
performance is given in Landau notation, where the param-
eter n stands for the number of group members In doing
so, we have taken the values of the Tables 5 and 6 from
our initial survey [10]. Based on these tables, it can be seen
that the SKDC, XFKS and SBSA schemes are identical in
terms of their performance. The same statement can also be
made for the schemes (i) LKH+ and CFKM or (ii) OFT and
OFCT. The schemes SKDC, XFKS and SBSA have constant
message sizes and the computational cost as well as memory
requirements of themembers is constant. For this, linear costs
are imposed on the CI with respect to memory requirements
and computational costs in each case, and a linear amount of
messages are required in each case.

Also linear many messages are used by the scheme LKH
for the group creation and also the storage requirements to
the CI are linear. On the other hand, the computational costs
of the CI for adding or removing members are logarithmic.
In addition, only logarithmically many messages need to be
sent per group operation. These advantages for the CI go,
however, at expense of the group members, which have log-
arithmic costs. Almost identical in terms of performance to
LKH is the scheme EBS. The only difference is that remov-
ing and adding group members only requires constant-sized
messages.

Also almost identical to LKH are the schemes CFKM and
LKH+. In terms of performance, these two schemes differ
only in that adding a group member requires only a constant
number of messages. Even better in terms of performance
are the schemes S2RP, OFT and OFCT compared to CFKM
and LKH+. Compared to LKH, S2RP not only requires a
constant number of messages for adding groupmembers, but
also only constant computations. Schemes OFT and OFCT
outperform LKH in terms of performance for the number of
messages for removing and adding group members, which is
only constant in each case.

The scheme SGCSH requires only constant costs for the
group members and requires only messages of constant size.
For this, however, the costs of the CI are in each case always
linear, apart from the computation costs for the removing and
adding of group members, which are always only constant.
Also only a constant number of messages is required for
adding group members, in contrast to the creation of a group Ta
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Table 6 Performance of
centralized secure group
communication schemes
(Part 2/2)

EBS XKFS SBSA
Storage CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n)

M: O(log(n)) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Computation costs Creation CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n)

M: O(log(n)) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Addition CI: O(log(n)) CI: O(n) CI: O(n)

M: O(log(n)) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Revocation CI: O(log(n)) CI: O(n) CI: O(n)

M: O(log(n)) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Message size Creation O(log(n)) O(1) O(1)

Addition O(1) O(1) O(1)

Revocation O(1) O(1) O(1)

Message amount Creation O(n) O(n) O(n)

Addition O(log(n)) O(n) O(n)

Revocation O(log(n)) O(n) O(n)

and the removal of members which requires linearly many
messages.

GKMP is the only scheme that has constant costs every-
where. However, this is bought by the fact that members can
neither be added nor removed after group creation.

Building on the previous performance review, we now
determine the Pareto frontwith respect to performance for the
centralized schemes by first ranking the considered central-
ized schemes with respect to Fper f . To obtain these rankings,
we first determine the corresponding vector Fper f for each
of the centralized schemes from Table 1 and compared them
in pairs. We were able to determine the following rankings:

– Fper f (XFK S) = Fper f (SBSA) = Fper f (SK DC) >

Fper f (SGCSH)

– Fper f (LK H) > Fper f (EBS)
– Fper f (LK H) > Fper f (LK H+) = Fper f (CFKM)

– Fper f (LK H+) = Fper f (CFKM) > Fper f (OFCT ) =
Fper f (OFT )

– Fper f (LK H+) = Fper f (CFKM) > Fper f (S2RP)

Based on the above rankings, we can directly identify the
schemes that form the Pareto front with respect to Fper f .
Specifically, these are the schemes SGCSH, EBS, OFT,
OFCT, S2RP, and GKMP. Thus, the selection of central-
ized schemes for our purely performance-based decision tree
can be directly restricted to these schemes. Of the remaining
schemes, the scheme GKMP stands out as the only scheme
that does not support the removal of members, but other-
wise has only constant costs. Therefore, we can conclude
that the scheme GKMP should be directly recommended by
our decision tree if the use case does not require the removal
of members. Thus, the first question our decision tree asks in

Fig. 4 is whether the use case requires the removal of mem-
bers.

If it does not, then the scheme GKMP can be recom-
mended directly. Otherwise, the use case must be further
narrowed down using additional questions, since none of the
remaining schemes is clearly best. Of the remaining schemes,
SGCSH stands out as the best in terms of performance every-
where except for the number of messages needed to remove
a group member. Therefore, our decision tree next considers
what the message amount requirements are for removing a
group member .1

If only a constant or linear number of messages may be
sent, the schemes OFT and OFCT, which are identical with
respect to Fper f , are clearly the best choice, respectively,
the scheme SGCSH. If the use case allows the number of
messages for removal to be atmost logarithmic, then a choice
must bemade from theOFT,OFCT,EBS, andS2RPschemes.
The selection can be restricted directly to the two schemes
EBS and S2RP, since these perform better than the schemes
OFT and OFCT with respect to Fper f in the so restricted
use case. To make a choice between these two schemes we
need to further restrict the use case. To do this, we consider
what requirements the use case places on message sizes for
adding and removing members. If these are allowed to be at
most constant, then EBS is clearly the best choice and S2RP
otherwise.

1 Note: To make the decision trees clearer, we use the abbreviation “≤
1” for “At most constant,” the abbreviation “≤ log(n)” for “At most
logarithmic” and the abbreviation “≤ n” for “At most linear.” Logarith-
mic or linear always means that the costs increase logarithmically or
linearly with the group size.
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Leave
Required

Leave
Message
Amount

Join/Leave
Message
Size

GKMP

OFT,
OFCT

SGCSH

S2RPEBS

yes

≤ log(n)

no

≤ 1

≤ n

≤ log(n)

≤ 1

Fig. 4 Decision tree for the selection of centralized SGC schemes if
only performance is considered

4.2 Feature-driven analysis of centralized SGC
schemes

After creating a guideline for the selection of centralized
schemes, which only takes into account the performance of
the schemes, we now create in this subsection a guideline for
centralized schemes that only takes into account the features.
This guideline is intended for use cases where security is a
top priority and no additional system can compensate for
missing features.

Tables 7 and 8 list the features of the centralized SGC
schemes. Thereby, Table 7 specifically focuses at the features
key update frequency, types of cryptography, and life cycle.
A closer look at this table reveals that (1) only the SGCSH
scheme updates its keys periodically, while all other schemes
do so after each change in group composition, (2) except for
the two schemes S2RP and SGCSH, all other schemes have
unlimited life cycle, and (3) only the schemes of the sets
{LKH, LKH+, S2RP} and {OFT, XFKS} are each based on
the same cryptographic functions.

The remaining features are listed for the centralized SGC
schemes in Table 8, which we refer to below. Based on
Table 8, it can be seen that the SKDC, LKH, LKH+, OFT,
OFCT, EBS, and XKFS schemes each provide the features
forward secrecy, backward secrecy, instant rekey, message
confidentiality, and group independence. In comparison, the
CFKM and GKMP schemes each have one and two fewer
features, respectively, while the SBSA scheme provides one
feature more, respectively. For example, the CFKM scheme
lacks the message confidentiality feature and the GKMP
scheme lacks the backward secrecy and message confiden-
tiality features. The scheme SBDA offers the additional
feature of compromise robustness. In Table 8, the scheme
S2RP offers the most features, as it has forward secrecy,
backward secrecy, instant rekey, message integrity, message
confidentiality, and group independence. The least features

are provided by the SGCSH scheme, which has only the
message integrity, message confidentiality and group inde-
pendence features.

In order to construct a feature-oriented decision tree, we
first determine the corresponding Pareto front for the target
vector FFeat . To do this, we first collected all possible rank-
ings by determining the corresponding vectors FFeat for each
scheme and then comparing them in pairs. This allowed us
to determine the following rankings:

– FFeat (SBSA) < FFeat (EBS) = FFeat (SKDC)
= FFeat (OFT) = FFeat (XFKS) = FFeat (OFCT)

– FFeat (EBS) = FFeat (SKDC) = FFeat (OFT)
= FFeat (XFKS) = FFeat (OFCT) < FFeat (GKMP)

– FFeat (LKH+) = FFeat (LKH) < FFeat (CFKM)
– FFeat (LKH) = FFeat (LKH+) < FFeat (EBS)

= FFeat (SKDC) = FFeat (OFT)
= FFeat (XFKS) = FFeat (OFCT)

– FFeat (S2RP) < FFeat (SGCSH)

Building on these rankings, we can directly determine
the Pareto front for the target vector FPer f , which con-
sists of the following vectors: FFeat (SBSA), FFeat (LKH),
FFeat (LKH+), and FFeat (S2RP).Tofinally propose a scheme
from this already limited selection, we designed a corre-
sponding decision tree in Fig. 5. In creating this decision tree,
we took care to keep it as small as possible without limiting
its expressiveness. The decision tree in Fig. 5 first restricts
the use case as to whether the cryptography used must be
minimal. If so, the decision tree next considers the life cycle
requirements of the use case. If they must be unlimited, then
both LKH and LKH+, which both offer unlimited life cycles
and are identical in terms of FFeat , are the best choices. If,
on the other hand, the life cycle is to be limited, then the
scheme SBSA is clearly the best choice. If the cryptography
used does not need to be minimal after all, the decision tree
also next asks whether the life cycle should be unbounded or
not. If yes, then the scheme S2RP can be proposed directly. If
no, then the use case must be narrowed down further for the
final decision. This is done by asking whether the use case
requires message integrity or not. If this is the case, S2RP is
the best choice and otherwise SBSA.

4.3 Performance and feature-driven analysis of
centralized SGC schemes

After creating a pure performance and a pure feature-oriented
decision tree for the selection of a centralized SGC scheme,
we now want to design a decision tree for centralized SGC
schemes which is both performance- and feature-oriented.
For this purpose, analogous to the two decision trees already
created, we could first determine the corresponding Pareto
front in terms of performance and features of the schemes.
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Table 7 Key update frequency,
used cryptography and life
cycles of centralized Secure
Group Communication Schemes

Scheme Key update frequency Types of cryptography Life cycles

SKDC Membership PK, DH Unlimited

Change

GKMP Membership Symmetric, DH Unlimited

Change RSA

LKH Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change

LKH+ Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change

S2RP Membership Symmetric limited

Change

OFT Membership Symmetric, Hash Unlimited

Change XOR

OFCT Membership Hash, PRG Unlimited

Change Symmetric

CFKM Membership DH Unlimited

Change

SGCSH Time XOR, Hash limited

Period

EBS Membership Combinatory Unlimited

Change Symmetric

XFKS Membership Hash, XOR Unlimited

Change Symmetric

SBSA Membership PRG Unlimited

Change Symmetric

Used
Cryptog-
raphy

minimal

Unlimited
Life

Cycles

Unlimited
Life

Cycles

Message
Integrity

LKH,
LKH+

SBSA

S2RP

S2RP SBSA

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

yes

no

Fig. 5 Decision tree for the selection of centralized SGC schemes if
only features are considered

However, this approach would imply that features and per-
formances are considered equally important when selecting
a scheme. In our opinion, this is not the case, as we believe
that in order to select an SGC scheme, one first determines
what level of security (e.g., if the scheme provides message
integrity) or features (e.g., if the scheme provides unlimited
life cycles) are needed and then makes the selection from the
eligible schemes based on performance.

To realize this approach, we would first like to discuss an
observation thatwe noticedwhile building the purely feature-
oriented decision tree. We observed that when considering
only its partial vector F f24− f31

Feat instead of the goal vector
Fper f , the following rankings for centralized SGC schemes

emerge2. Here we abbreviate the vector F f24− f31
Feat with Fp for

the sake of simplicity.

– Fp(SBSA) < Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) =
Fp(OFT) = Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS)

– Fp(S2RP) < Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) =
Fp(OFT) = Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS)

– Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) = Fp(OFT) =
Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS) < Fp(CFKM)

– Fp(CFKM) < Fp(GKMP)
– Fp(S2RP) < Fp(SGCSH)

2 The partial vector F f24− f31
Feat is of interest to us, since it contains the

classical security features such as message integrity or message confi-
dentiality. The only two features missing in this partial vector describe
whether the trust in the cryptography is minimal and how many times
a scheme allows the addition or removal of members. Therefore, the
partial vector F f24− f31

Feat of all features represents the classical security
features.
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Table 8 Overview of the security features of SGC schemes

Scheme Backward/Forward Instant Message Message Member Compromise Group
Secrecy Rekey Integrity Confidentiality Authentication Robustness Independence

C
en

tr
al
iz
ed

SKDC y/y y n y n n y
GKMP y/n y n n n n y
LKH y/y y n y n n y
LKH+ y/y y n y n n y
OFT y/y y n y n n y
OFCT y/y y n y n n y
S2RP y/y y y y n n y
CFKM y/y y n n n n y
SGCSH n/n n y y n n y
EBS y/y y n y n n y
XKFS y/y y n y n n y
SBSA y/y y n y n y y

D
is
tr
ib

u
te

d

D-LKH y/y y n y n n y
DH-LKH y/y y n y n n y
D-OFT y/y y n y n n y
SHM y/y y n y n n y
PCGR n/n n y y n n y
CRGR y/y y y y n y y
BD y/y y n y n n y

G-DH y/y y n y n n y
Octopus y/y y n y n n y
CKA y/y y n y n n y

D
ec

en
tr
al
iz
ed

SMKD y/n n n n y n y
IGKMP y/y y n y y n y
Iolus y/y y n y n n y

MARKS n/n n n n n n y
Kronos y/n n n y y n y

SLIMCAST y/y y y y y n y
RiSeG y/y y y y y n y
LNT y/y y y y y n y
DEP y/n n n y y n y
CS y/y y n y n n y

Hydra y/y y n y y n y
Alohali y/y y n y y y y

Amount of provided Features
3 4 5 6

< <

<

<

GKMP CFKM

SKDC,
LKH,
LKH+,
OFT,
OFCT,

EBS, XKFS

SBSA

S2RP

SGCSH
<

Fig. 6 Arrangement of the centralized SGC schemes based on the num-
ber and subset relationships of the features provided. The “<” operator
means that the feature set of A is a true subset of the feature set of B
if “Schema A < Schema B.” For schemas which are in the same box,
their feature sets are identical

To make the above rankings easier to understand, we have
visualized them in Figure 6. In this figure, the operator “<”
means that if a “Scheme A< Scheme B,” then the feature set
of Scheme A is a real subset of the feature set of Scheme B.
If schemes are in the same box, this means that their feature
sets are identical.

Based on the observation that we can arrange the scheme
in an order that arranges the features of one scheme as subset

of another, we believe it makes sense to define feature levels
for centralized SGC schemes, which we refer to as security
levels in the following. It can be concluded from the above
diagram that the security level of the GKMP scheme should
be lower than that of the CFKM scheme and that the security
level of CFKM should in turn be lower than the security level
of the SKDC, LKH, LKH+, OFT, OFCT, EBS and XKFS
schemes. It is also directly evident that the safety levels of
the SBSA and S2RP schemes are greater than the level of the
SKDC, LKH, LKH+,OFT,OFCT, EBS, andXKFS schemes,
but it is not directly evident how the safety levels of the
SBSA and S2RP schemes should relate to each other. Due
to the fact that both schemes provide the same number of
features, we decided to give them the same security level.
Thus, only the security level of the scheme SGCSH has to be
ranked. Unfortunately, the only conclusion that can be drawn
from the figure is that the security level of scheme SGCSH
must be lower than that of scheme SBSA. In order to classify
the security level of the SGCSH scheme in the ranking, we
proceed in the same way as for the SBSA and S2RP schemes
and use the number of features provided. Thus, the scheme
SGCSH is on the same level as the scheme GKMP and we
can formally define the security levels based on the feature
sets of the schemes as follows:
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– S1.1 = {backward secrecy, instant rekey, group indepen-
dence}

– S1.2 = {message integrity,message confidentiality, group
independence}.

– S2 = S1.1∪ {forward secrecy}
– S3 = S2∪ {message confidentiality}
– S4.1 = S3∪ {compromise robustness},
– S4.2 = S3∪ {message integrity }

Using these levels, we now build our decision tree (see
Fig. 7) for centralized SGC schemes that take performance
and features into account. To do this, we proceed as follows:
First, the decision tree determines the required security level.
Second, the requirements regarding life cycles are consid-
ered. Third, the used cryptography is considered. Fourth, the
final choice is made from the limited selection of schemes
based on performance. Thus, the first question in the deci-
sion tree (see Fig. 7) is related to whether the security level
should be greater than 3. If this is the case, only the SBSAand
S2RP schemes are available for selection. Since S2RP uses
minimal cryptography while SBSA does not, and SBSA has
unlimited life cycles unlike S2RP, our decision treemakes the
choice between these two schemes based on which the use
case prioritizes higher. If unlimited life cycles are prioritized
higher than minimal cryptography, SBSA is recommended.
However, if minimal cryptography is prioritized higher than
unlimited life cycles, S2RP is recommended.

However, if the safety level only needs to be greater than
2, our decision tree again first considers whether the life cycle
needs to be limited or not. If this is the case, the selection is
restricted to the S2RP scheme. If this is not the case, we next
consider whether or not the use case requires minimal cryp-
tography. If so, the selection is restricted to the schemes LKH
and LKH+. Since the performance of LKH+ is clearly better
than that of LKH, the LKH+ scheme can be recommended
directly for this case. If, on the other hand, the cryptogra-
phy used must be non-minimal, the schemes SBSA, SKDC,
LKH, LKH+, OFT, OFCT, EBS and XFBS are available
for selection. If we take into account the rankings already
determined with respect to Fper f , we can directly narrow
down this choice to the sets {SBSA, XFBS, SKDC}, {OFT,
OFCT}, and {EBS}, where we have grouped schemes with
identical performance into one set each. Since these schemes
are also the Pareto front for the case where the security level
must be greater than 2, the cryptography used must not be
minimal, and the life cycles should be unlimited we need
to further restrict the use case for the final selection of a
scheme. Therefore, our decision tree next considers the use
case requirements for the number of messages that must be
sent for removing and adding members. If this number has to
be constant in each case, the choice narrows down to the two
schemes OFT and OFCT. Since they are identical in terms of
performance, both schemes are recommended in this case. If

the number ofmessages for removing and addingmay also be
logarithmic, then the scheme EBS is clearly the best choice.
However, if the message count for removal and addition is
also allowed to be linear, the decision tree next considers
the computational cost requirements of the CI for removing
and adding group members. If these computational costs are
allowed to be logarithmic at most, then the choice narrows
down to Scheme EBS. However, if these costs can also be
linear, then the SKDC, SBSA and XFBS schemes are clearly
the best choice, which have identical performance.

The case where the safety level only has to be greater
than 1 is largely analogous to the case where the safety
level has to be greater than 2. The only difference between
the two cases is that if the safety level only has to be
greater than 1 and the life cycle is to be unlimited, the
CFKM scheme is now also available for selection. So we
can adapt the subtree accordingly from this point on. Thus,
we must consider next the cases where the used cryptogra-
phy must be minimum and/or must not be minimum. If the
cryptography used must be minimal, we now have the two
schemes LKH+ and CFKM to choose from, both of which
we recommend because they are identical in terms of per-
formance. If, on the other hand, the cryptography used must
not beminimal, SBSA, XFBS, SKDC, OFT, OFCT, EBS and
CFKM are available for selection. Since Fper f (CFKM) >

Fper f (OFT ) = Fper f (OFCT ) holds, this choice can be
directly restricted to the SBSA, XFBS, SKDC, OFT, OFCT,
and EBS schemes. This corresponds to the selection for the
case where the security level must be greater than 2, the life
cycle should be limited, and the cryptography used must be
non-minimal. Therefore, we refer to the corresponding sub-
tree starting at this point.

Finally, the decision tree considers the case where the
security level does not play a role in the selection of a scheme.
In this case, the decision tree first checks again whether the
life cycle should be limited or not. If yes, the selection is
limited to the two schemes S2RP and SGCSH, which both
use minimal cryptography. Therefore, the choice between
these two schemes must be based on their performance.
Scheme SGCSH is superior to S2RP in terms of perfor-
mance almost everywhere except for the number ofmessages
required to remove a member. Scheme SGCSH requires a
linear number of messages to do this, while Scheme S2RP
requires only a logarithmic number of messages. Therefore,
we can recommend the scheme SGCSH if the use case allows
the number of messages for the removal to be linear and
recommend the scheme S2RP otherwise. However, if the
life cycle are not to be limited, the decision tree next asks
whether the cryptography used must be minimal or not. If
this is the case, then only the schemes LKH, LKH+ and
CFKM are available for selection. This selection can be
directly restricted to the two schemes LKH+ and CFKM,
since Fper f (LK H) > Fper f (LK H+) = Fper f (CFKM)
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Fig. 7 Decision tree for the
selection of centralized SGC
schemes if both the performance
and features are considered

holds. Since LKH+ and CFKM are identical in terms of per-
formance, both schemes are recommended in this case. If the
life cycle must be limited, but the cryptography used must
also not be minimal, the selection consists of all schemes
except S2RP and SGCSH. To make a selection from the
remaining schemes, we have determined the Pareto front for
this case, which consists of the schemes {GKMP}, {XFKS,

SKFC, SBSA}, {EBS}, and {OFCT, OFT}, again group-
ing schemes with identical performance into a set. Of these
schemes, the scheme GKMP stands out as it does not support
removal of members, but otherwise has only constant cost.
Accordingly, our decision tree next considers whether or not
the use case requires member removal. If no, it directly rec-
ommends the scheme GKMP. If no, then a selection must be
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made from the remaining schemes {XFKS, SKFC, SBSA},
{EBS}, and {OFCT, OFT}. To do this, the decision tree next
further constrains the use case in terms of the computational
costs of CI for removal and addition. If these costs may only
be logarithmic, only the schemes {EBS} and {OFT, OFCT}
are left to choose from. The choice between these two sets is
based on the question whether the message sizes for adding
and removing may be logarithmic or must be constant. If
they must be constant, the scheme EBS is clearly the best
choice and otherwise the schemes OFT and OFCT are rec-
ommended, which are identical with respect to Fper f . In the
case that the computational cost of the CI for adding and
removing may also be linear, the sets {EBS}, {OFT, OFCT}
and {SKDC, SBSA, XFKS} are available for selection. The
choice between these sets is made on the basis of whether
the use case for removing and adding allows at most constant
many, logarithmic many, or linear many number. In the first
case, the schemesOFTandOFCTare clearly the best choices.
In the second case, the scheme EBS is recommended. In the
last case, the schemes KDC, SBSA and XFKS are clearly the
best choice, which are identical with respect to Fper f .

5 Selection guidelines for
distributed/contributory SGC Schemes

After creating the guidelines for centralized schemes,wenext
consider the casewhere the use case dictates that noCI should
be used and thus only distributed/contributory schemes can
be considered. This may be the case when there is no trusted
party that can act as a CI or when reliable communication
with a CI is not possible. A concrete use case for this scenario
could be self-driving cars that want to form a platoon but are
traveling in a rural area with poor internet coverage.

Whencreating thedecision trees for distributed/contributory
SGC schemes, we proceed analogously to the centralized
schemes. Again we first review the performance and features
of the distributed/contributory SGC systems and determine
the corresponding Pareto fronts to constrain the scheme
choices. To propose a scheme from the constrained selection,
we again create corresponding decision trees that consider
the weight of objectives for the use case. When creating the
decision trees, we again consider the three cases that only
performance is considered, that only features are considered,
and that both performance and features are considered

5.1 Performance-driven analysis of
distributed/contributory SGC Schemes

Tables 9, 10 and 11 provide an overview on the per-
formance of the distributed/contributory schemes using the
Landau notation, where n again stands for the number of
groupmembers. These tables are based on the corresponding

tables from our initial survey [10]. In contrast to the central-
ized schemes, for the distributed/contributory schemes we
also consider the number of rounds needed for group cre-
ation or adding/removing members. Here, we understand the
number of rounds as the number of times a group mem-
ber must receive new information in order to continue the
calculation of the corresponding group key. We did not con-
sider this metric for centralized schemes, which was due
to the fact that centralized schemes only require a constant
number of rounds each for all group operations. Analogous
to the procedure for the centralized schemes for construct-
ing a purely performance-based decision tree, we also first
determine all possible rankings with respect to Fper f for the
distributed/contributory schemes in the following:

– FPer f (CKA) < FPer f (BD)
– FPer f (BD) < FPer f (Octopus)
– FPer f (BD) < FPer f (PCGR)
– FPer f (SHM) < FPer f (CRGR)

Building on the above rankings, we can make the state-
ment that no two schemes are identical with respect to Fper f

and that the Pareto front consists of all schemes except BD,
Octopus, PCGR, and CRGR, since there is a clearly better
choice for each of these schemes. In addition, by including
the three Tables 9, 10 and 11 we can make the following
further statements: (1) only the schemes CKA, BD, Octo-
pus and PCGR the formation allow exclusively the creation
of a group, but not the removal or addition of members and
(2) of these four schemes CKA performs best in terms of
performance. Thus, our decision tree for purely performance-
oriented selection of SGC schemes in Fig. 8 first considers
whether the use case requires only group creation, or also
group member removal and addition. If only the group cre-
ation is needed, the scheme CKA can be recommended
directly. However, if the use case also requires the removal
and addition ofmembers, then a selectionmust bemade from
the remaining schemes of the Pareto front. For this selection,
our decision tree must further constrain the use case, again
trying to keep the decision tree as small as possible.

Next, our decision tree further restricts the use case in
terms of the requirements for the number of rounds needed
to create a group. If the group creation may only require a
constant number of rounds, only the two schemes SHM and
DH-LKH remain to be selected. To make a decision between
these two schemes, the decision tree additionally consid-
ers whether the computational cost of removing and adding
group members may be at most logarithmic or linear. If the
number of rounds is allowed to be at most logarithmic, DH-
LKH is clearly the best choice and SHM otherwise. In case
that group creation may also require logarithmically many
rounds, the choice expands to the schemes SHM, D-OFT,
and DH-LKH. Since the scheme D-OFT is the only one of
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Table 9 Performance of distributed/contributory Secure Group Communication Schemes (Part 1/3)

CRGR SHM D-OFT DH-LKH D-LKH Octopus G-DH BD

Storage O(n) O(1) O(log(n)) O(n) O(log(n)) O(1) O(n) O(1)

Computation costs Creation O(n2) O(n) O(log(n)) O(n*log(n)) O(n*log(n)) O(n) O(n) O(n)

Addition O(n2) O(n) O(log(n)) O(log(n)) O(log(n)) n/a O(n) n/a

Revocation O(n2) O(n) O(log(n)) O(log(n)) O(log(n)) n/a O(n) n/a

Message size Creation O(n) O(n) O(1) O(n) O(n*log(n)) O(n) O(n) O(n)

Addition O(n) O(n) O(1) O(n) O(1) n/a O(n) n/a

Revocation O(n) O(n) O(1) O(n) O(log(n)) n/a O(n) n/a

Message amount Creation O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n)

Addition O(n) O(n) O(log(n)) O(1) O(log(n)) n/a O(1) n/a

Revocation O(n) O(n) O(log(n)) O(1) O(log(n)) n/a O(1) n/a

these schemes that requires only constant-sized messages for
each group operation, our decision tree next considers what
the use case requires in terms of this number. If the mes-
sages can only be of constant size, the scheme D-oFT can be
recommended immediately. If, on the other hand, the mes-
sages may also be linear, our decision tree next asks what
requirements the use case has with respect to the number of
rounds for removing and adding members. If this number is
allowed to be at most constant, the choice is restricted to the
two schemes DH-LKH and SHM. The choice between these
two schemes is made on the basis of the requirements for
the calculation cost of removing and adding members. If this
cost can be at most logarithmic, the DH-LKH scheme is rec-
ommended, but if it can be linear, the SHM scheme is clearly
the best choice. If the number of rounds for removing and
adding members is also allowed to be logarithmic, the deci-
sion tree next restricts the use case further in terms of storage
requirements. If the storage requirements may be at most
constant or logarithmic, then the SHM or D-OFT scheme is
clearly the best choice. In the case that the storage costs are
also linear, a final restriction of the use case is made on the
basis of the number of messages for the removal and addition
of group members. If this number must be constant at most,
then D-OFT is recommended and otherwise DH-LKH.

If the creation of a group is also allowed to require a linear
number of rounds, our decision tree next further restricts the
use case in termsof the requirements for the number of rounds
for removing and adding members. In the case where this
number of rounds may be at most constant, the schemes DH-
LKH, D-LKH and G-DH are available for selection. From
this selection, we can directly recommend the scheme D-
LKH, if in addition it is valid that the SIZE of messages
for adding group members may be constant at maximum. If,
however, the size of the messages for the addition may also
be linear, we still recommend the scheme D-LKH, if in addi-
tion it applies that the size of the messages for the removal of
group members may be at most logarithmic. If the require-

ments of the use case on the size of messages for removing
and adding group members are less strict and these mes-
sages may also be linearly large, our decision tree makes the
next restriction on the basis of the computational costs for
removing and adding members. If these costs are allowed
to be the highest logarithmic, the choice narrows down to
schemes D-LKH and DH-LKH. The final choice between
these schemes is made by our decision tree based on the
storage cost requirements of the use case. If the storage cost
can be at most logarithmic, the scheme D-LKH is clearly the
best choice, and the scheme DH-LKH if the storage cost can
also be linear. However, if the calculation costs for removing
and adding members may also be linear, the schemes G-DH,
SHM, D-LKH and DH-LKH are available. To select from
these schemes, our decision tree restricts the use case based
on the requirements for the number of messages for remov-
ing and adding group members. If this number is allowed
to be linear, the scheme SHM is clearly the best choice. In
case this number may be constant at most, the G-DH scheme
is recommended. If, however, the number of messages for
entering and adding may be at most logarithmic, then the
application case must be further restricted again. This time
this is done on the basis of the storage costs. If these may be
at most logarithmic, then D-LKH is the best choice and if the
storage costs may also be linear the scheme G-DH.

In the case that a maximum logarithmic number of rounds
may be required for adding and removing members, the
schemes SHM, D-OFT, D-LKH, DH-LKH and G-DH are
available for selection. In order to propose a scheme from
this selection, the decision tree next restricts the application
case with respect to the required number of messages for
entering and adding members. If this number can be at most
linear, the selection is reduced to the schemesG-DH andDH-
LKH. The choice between these two schemes is made by the
decision tree on the basis of the question, which requirements
the use case makes on the computational effort for remov-
ing and adding. If this effort may be at most logarithmic, the
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Table 10 Performance of distributed/contributory Secure Group Com-
munication Schemes (Part 2/3)

PCGR CKA

Storage O(n) O(1)

Computation costs Creation O(n) O(n)

Addition n/a n/a

Revocation n/a n/a

Message size Creation O(n) O(1)

Addition n/a n/a

Revocation n/a n/a

Message amount Creation O(n) O(1)

Addition n/a n/a

Revocation n/a n/a

Table 11 Performance of distributed/contributory secure group com-
munication schemes (Part 3/3)

Scheme Rounds
Creation Join Leave

CRGR O(1) O(1) O(1)

SHM O(1) O(1) O(1)

D-OFT log(n) log(n) log(n)

D-LKH O(1) O(1) O(1)

DH-LKH O(n) O(1) O(1)

Octopus O(n) n/a n/a

G-DH O(n) O(1) O(1)

BD O(1) n/a n/a

PCGR O(1) n/a n/a

CKA O(1) n/a n/a

scheme DH-LKH is the best choice. The scheme G-DH is
the best choice, if this effort may also be linear. If the num-
ber of messages for removing and adding group members
is allowed to be at most logarithmic, the scheme D-OFT is
clearly the best choice. If, however, the number of messages
for the removal and addition of group members may also be
linear, then there is still the choice between the two schemes
SHM and D-OFT. The decision tree makes this choice based
on the memory requirements of the application. If this may
be at most constant, SHM is the best choice and D-OFT if
the memory requirement may also be logarithmic.

5.2 Feature-driven analysis of
distributed/contributory SGC Schemes

The features for distributed/contributory SGC schemes are
listed in Tables 12 and 8 and correspond to the features that
were also analyzed for the centralized SGC Schemes. These
tables are from our first survey [10]. Tables 12 and 8 allow
us to directly conclude the following: (1) only the scheme

PCGT changes its group keys periodically, while all other
schemes do so after any change in group composition, (2)
the life cycle of all schemes are unlimited, (3) only of the
schemes SHM, Octopus, G-DH, and BD, the cryptographic
techniques on which these schemes are based are identical,
and (4) the schemes D-LKH, DH-LKH, D-OFT, SHM, BD,
G-DH, Octopus, and CKA have the same features as shown
in Table 8 have the same features. Analogous to the creation
of the purely feature-oriented decision tree for centralized
SGC schemes, we first determine the possible rankings with
respect to FFeat for the creation of the purely feature-oriented
decision tree for distributed/contributory SGC schemes:

– FFeat (CKA) = FFeat (Octopus) = FFeat (BD)
= FFeat (SHM) = FFeat (D-OFT) = FFeat (D-LKH) =
FFeat (G-DH) < FFeat (DH-LKH)

– FFeat (CRGR) < FFeat (DH-LKH)

Based on the above rankings, we can now determine
the Pareto front for the target vector FFeat , which consists
of the schemes {PCGR}, {CRGR} and {D-LKH, D-OFT,
SHM, BD, Octopus, CKA, G-DH}, where we have grouped
schemes that are identical with respect to FFeat into sets. To
make a selection from the Pareto front, we have created a
corresponding decision tree in Fig. 9. This decision tree first
constrains the use case as to whether massage requires con-
fidentiality or not. If this is the case, the PCGR scheme is
recommended if the cryptography used must also be min-
imal, and the CRGR scheme is recommended otherwise.
However, if the use case does not require message confiden-
tiality, the decision tree also next considers the requirements
for the cryptography used. If this must be minimal, then the
schemes D-LKH, D-OFT, SHM, BD, Octopus, CKA, G-D
are suggested, which are all identical with respect to FFeat

and otherwise the scheme CRGR.

5.3 Performance and feature-driven analysis of
distributed/contributory SGC Schemes

Building on the separate analyses regarding the perfor-
mance and properties of distributed/contributory schemes,
we now construct a decision tree for the selection of dis-
tributed/contributory schemes in Fig. 11 that takes both
performance and features into account. To do this, we first
define security levels in the same way as for the central-
ized schemes. Therefore, we again determine the possible
rankings of the partial vector F f24− f31

Feat . Therefore, we again

abbreviate the vector F f24− f31
Feat with Fp for the sake of sim-

plicity:
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Fig. 8 Decision tree for the selection of distributed/contributory SGC schemes if only performance is considered

– Fp(CRGR) < Fp(PCGR) < Fp(D-LKH) = Fp(DH-
LKH) = Fp(D-OFT) = Fp(SHM) = Fp(BD) = Fp(G-DH)
= Fp(Octopus) = Fp(CKA)

– Fp(CRGR) < Fp(PCGR)

Also analogous to the procedure for the centralized
schemes, we visualize the above rankings in Fig. 10. Here,
the “<” operator in this figure again means that if “Scheme
A < Scheme B,” the feature set of A is a true subset of the

feature set of B. For schemes that are in the same box, their
feature sets are again identical.

Based on the visualization above, it is immediately appar-
ent that the feature combination of scheme CRGR should
represent the highest security level. This is because the fea-
ture combinations of the other schemes each provide only
a true subset of the feature combination of CRGR. Thus,
all that remains to be determined is how the security lev-
els of the {PCGR} and {D-LKH, DH-LKH, D-OFT, SHM,
BD, Octopus, CKA, G-DH} schemes relate to each other,
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Table 12 Key update frequency,
used cryptography and life
cycles of distributed/
contributory Secure Group
Communication Schemes

Scheme Key update frequency Types of cryptography Life cycles

CRGR Membership Polynomial Unlimited

Change Public key

SHM Membership DH Unlimited

Change

D-OFT Membership One-way fct Unlimited

Change XOR

D-LKH Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change

DH-LKH Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change DH

Octopus Membership DH Unlimited

Change

G-DH Membership DH Unlimited

Change

BD Membership DH Unlimited

Change

PCGR Time Polynomial Unlimited

Period

CKA Membership One-way fct Unlimited

Change public key

Fig. 9 Decision tree for the selection of distributed/contributory SGC
schemes if only features are considered

where we have again combined schemes with the same fea-
ture combination into one set. Since no subset relationship
exists between these two sets, we use the number of features
they provide for the ordering of their levels, analogous to
the procedure for the centralized schemes. It follows that the

Fig. 10 Arrangement of the distributed/contributory SGC schemes
based on the number and subset relationships of the features provided.
The “<” operator means that the feature set of A is a true subset of the
feature set of B if “Schema A < Schema B.” For schemas which are in
the same box, their feature sets are identical

PCGR scheme has the lowest security level, theD-LKH,DH-
LKH,D-OFT, SHM,BD,Octopus, CKA andG-DH schemes
have the second lowest security level, and the CRGR scheme
has the highest security level. Thus, we can define the follow-
ing security levels based on the just determined ranking of the
schemes and their feature sets. To avoid confusion with the
security levels of the centralized schemes, we use in addition
the index “dis.”
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– Sdis,1 = {message integrity, message confidentiality,
group independence}

– Sdis,2 = {backward secrecy, forward secrecy, instant
rekey, message confidentiality, group independence}

– Sdis,3 = {backward secrecy, forward secrecy, instant
rekey, message integrity, message confidentiality, com-
promise robustness, group independence}

In the case that the security level must be greater than 2,
our decision tree directly proposes the scheme CRGR, since
it is the only scheme in question. If, on the other hand, the
security level onlyneeds to begreater than1,wenext consider
the requirements of the use case for the cryptography used.
If this must be not minimal, then the selection problem is
the same as selecting a distributed SGC scheme when only
performance is considered. Therefore, at this point we refer
to the corresponding subtree in Fig. 8. In the case that the
cryptography used must be minimal, the selection problem
is again the same as for the selection of a distributed SGC
scheme with focus only on performance, except that now the
DH-LKH scheme is not available for selection. Therefore,
the following subtree corresponds to the subtree in Fig. 8,
except that it has been truncated by the options to select the
scheme DH-LKH. The case where the security level does
not play a role at all again completely corresponds to the
problem of selecting a distributed SGC scheme, when only
performance is considered.

6 Selection guidelines for
decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes

Having considered the cases where the use case dictates the
use of a centralized or distributed/contributory scheme, we
nowconsider the casewhere the use of a decentralized/hybrid
scheme is dictated. As a concrete scenario, we can imagine
the smart city scenario already mentioned for the central-
ized schemes. However, the city hall is now willing to forego
direct communication and thus control of the IoT devices
in exchange for better system reliability. The fact that in
distributed/contributory schemes the group members also
communicate with each other for group operations by means
of a subgroup controller means that the individual subgroups
can continue to operate if the CI is unavailable.

For the decentralized/hybrid schemes, we again proceed
analogously to the centralized and distributed/contributory
schemes. We first present the performance and features of
distributed/contributory schemes, determine the correspond-
ing Pareto front to narrow down the selection and design
decision trees that take into account only the performance,
only the features or both.

6.1 Performance-driven analysis of
decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes

The performance of distributed/contributory secure group
communication schemes is listed in Tables 13 and 14 using
Landau notation. Here, n again stands for the number of
group members. The performance is considered on the basis
of the same aspects as for the centralized schemes. From the
table, it can be directly seen that the Kronos, Slimcast, CS,
and DEP schemes each have the same performance. In order
to get a deeper overview of the performance of the individ-
ual schemes, we again determine the following all possible
rankings with respect to FPer f :

– FPer f (LNT) > FPer f (Kronos) = FPer f (Slimcast) =
FPer f (CS) = FPer f (DEP) > FPer f (Hydra) > FPer f

(IGKMP)
– FPer f (LNT) > FPer f (RiSeG)

Using these rankings, the Pareto front for decentralized
SGC schemes can again be directly specified, which is
formed by the schemes IGKMP, RiSeG, Alohali, Marks,
SMKD, and Iolus.

To make the final selection from these schemes, we again
design a corresponding decision tree in Fig. 12. In this tree,
we first address the peculiarities that the schemeAlohali only
supports the creation of groups and the schemes SMKD and
Marks only support the creation of groups and addition of
members. Accordingly, our decision tree first asks whether
only creating groups should be possible. If yes, then Alohali
is the only possible choice. If, in addition to the creation of
groups, the addition of members should also be possible, the
schemes SMKD and Marks are available for selection. The
choice between these two schemes is based on the question
of whether the use case for the creation of a group allows
a maximum constant or linear number of messages. In the
former case, SMKD is clearly the best choice, in the latter
case Marks.

If the use case requires not only the creation of a group and
the addition of members but also the removal of members,
only the schemes RiSeG, IGKMP and Iolus are available.
Since Iolus is the only scheme that requires a constant number
ofmessages for removingmembers,wenext narrowdown the
use case based on this aspect. In doing so, we obviously rec-
ommend Iolus if only constant many messages are allowed
for removal and otherwise need to further narrow the use case
to make a choice. Therefore, we next consider whether the
use case only allows a maximum constant computation cost
for the CI when removing a member, or whether it may also
be linear. If the CI computation cost is only allowed to be
constant, the only scheme to choose is RiSeG, which we rec-
ommend accordingly. If, on the other hand, the costs are also
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Fig. 11 Decision tree for the
selection of distributed/
contributory SGC schemes if
both performance and features
are considered
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Table 13 Performance of decentralized/hybrid secure group communication schemes (Part 1/2)

Alohali RiSeG LNT DEP CS Slimcast Kronos Marks Iolus

Storage CI: O(1) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(1) CI: O(n)

M: O(1) M: O(n) M: O(n) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Computation costs Creation CI: O(n) CI: O(1) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(1) CI: O(n)

M: O(n) M: O(n) M: O(n) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(n)

Addition CI: n/a CI: O(1) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(1) CI: O(1)

M: n/a M: O(1) M: O(n) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Revocation CI: n/a CI: O(1) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: n/a CI: O(n)

M: n/a M: O(1) M: O(n) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1) M: n/a M: O(1)

Message size Creation O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1)

Addition n/a O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1)

Revocation n/a O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) O(1) n/a O(n)

Message amount Creation O(n) O(n) O(n2) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n)

Addition n/a O(1) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(1) O(1)

Revocation n/a O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) O(n) n/a O(1)

Table 14 Performance of
decentralized/hybrid secure
group communication schemes
(Part 2/2)

SMKD Hydra IGKMP

Storage CI: O(n) CI: O(1) CI: O(1)

M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Computation costs Creation CI: O(n) CI: O(n) CI: O(n)

M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Addition CI: O(1) CI: O(n) CI: O(1)

M: O(1) M: O(1) M: O(1)

Revocation CI: n/a CI: O(n) CI: O(n)

M: n/a M: O(1) M: O(1)

Message size Creation O(1) O(1) O(1)

Addition O(1) O(1) O(1)

Revocation n/a O(1) O(1)

Message amount Creation O(1) O(n) O(n)

Addition O(1) O(n) O(1)

Revocation n/a O(n) O(n)

allowed to be linear, we further restrict the use case based on
the CI’s storage requirements. For the case that the CI may
require a maximum of constant memory, only the scheme
IGKMP is available for selection, which we can again rec-
ommend directly. If the CI may also require linear memory,
we can finally conclude the selection on the basis of another
question. May the calculation costs of the CI for group cre-
ation be constant at most or linear as well? In the former case,
the scheme RiSeG is clearly the best choice, in the latter case
the scheme IGKMP.

6.2 Feature-driven analysis of decentralized/hybrid
SGC schemes

The features of the decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes are
listed in Tables 15 and 8. The features considered in these
tables are the same as of the centralized and distributed
schemes. Using these two tables, we can make the following
statements: (1) all schemes change their group key when the
group compositions change, only the DEP, Kronos and Iolus
schemes change their keys periodically, (2) the schemes of
the sets {Iolus, SMKD, IGKMP, SLIMCAST} and {RISEG,
LNT } are each based on the same cryptographic functions,
while all other schemes are based on a unique combination
of cryptographic functions, (3) the schemes of the sets {DEP,
Kronos }, {IGKMP, HYDRA}, {Iolus, CS} and {Slimcast,
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Fig. 12 Decision tree for the selection of decentralized/hybrid SGC
schemes if only performance is considered

RiSeG, LNT} have the same characteristics with respect to
the cryptographic functions listed in Table 8 and (4) only the
life cycle of the scheme Marks are limited. In addition, the
following rankings can be determined with respect to FFeat :

– FFeat (Slimcast) < FFeat (Riseg) = FFeat (LNT)
– FFeat (Riseg) = FFeat (LNT) < FFeat (Kronos)
= FFeat (Dep)

– FFeat (Riseg) = FFeat (LNT) < FFeat (Hydra)
= FFeat (IGKMP)

– FFeat (Alohali) < FFeat (Hydra) = FFeat (IGKMP)
– FFeat (Hydra) = FFeat (IGKMP) < FFeat (CS)
= FFeat (Iolus)

– FFeat (Hydra) = FFeat (IGKMP) < FFeat (SMKD)
– FFeat (CS) = FFeat (LNT) < FFeat (Marks)
– FFeat (SMKD) < FFeat (Marks)

Using the above rankings, we can directly determine the
Pareto front, which is formed by the Alohali and Slimcast
schemes. The difference between these two schemes is that
Alohali providesmessage integrity, which is not the casewith
Slimcast, but Alohali does not have the compromise robust-
ness feature that Slimcast does. Accordingly, our decision
tree for the selection of a decentralized SGC scheme based
on features only consists of the question whether message
integrity or compromise robustness is more important for the
use case. In the former case, the scheme Alohali is recom-
mended, in the latter case Slimcast. The decision tree is also
illustrated in Fig. 13.

6.3 Performance and feature-driven analysis of
decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes

Now that we have created the decision trees for decentralized
schemes that only take performance or features into account,
we will also create a tree that takes both performance and
features into account. To do this, we again proceed in the
same way as for the centralized and distributed schemes and
first define security levels again. To do so,we again determine
the possible rankings of the partial vector F f24− f31

Feat and use

again the abbreviation Fp for F
f24− f31
Feat :

– Fp(Marks) > Fp(SMKD)
– Fp(Marks) > Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS)
– Fp(SMKD) > Fp(DEP) = Fp(Kronos)
– Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS) > Fp(Hydra) = Fp(IGKMP)
– Fp(Dep) = Fp(Kronos) > Fp(Hydra) = Fp(IGKMP)
– Fp(Hydra) > Fp(Alohali)
– Fp(Hydra) > Fp(LNT) = Fp(Riseg) = Fp(Slimcast)

To get a better overview of these rankings, we visualize
them in Fig. 14.

From Fig. 14, it can be immediately seen that Marks
should represent the lowest security level. It can also be
directly concluded that the schemes (1) Dep and Kronos, (2)
Iolus and CS, (3) IGKMP and Hydra and (4) LNT, RIseg and
Slimcast should each have the same level. It is also immedi-
ately obvious how the security levels of the schemes SMKD,
Dep, Kronos, IGKMP and Hydra should relate to each other.
The security level of SMKD should be lower than the level
of Dep and Kronos. The level of Dep and Kronos should
be lower than the level of IGKMP and Hydra. The question
is how the level of the schemes Iolus and CS fits into this
arrangement. On the one hand, Iolus clearly has to have a
lower level than the IGKMP and Hydra schemes, but on the
other hand, it has to have a higher level than Marks. Since
Iolus and CS cannot otherwise be further compared with the
SMKD, Dep and Kronos schemes, we finally rank these two
schemes based on the number of features they provide. This
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Table 15 Key update frequency,
used cryptography and
limitations of
decentralized/hybrid
secure group communication
schemes

Scheme Key update frequency Types of cryptography Life cycles

Alohali Membership One-way fct. Unlimited

Change

RiSeG Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change Elliptic Curve

LNT Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change Elliptic Curve

DEP Time Symmetric Unlimited

Period Public Key

CS Membership Reversible cipher Unlimited

Change sequence

Hydra Membership Public Key Unlimited

Change

Slimcast Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change

Kronos Time Symmetric Unlimited

Period One-way fct

Marks Time Hash limited

Period

Iolus Time Symmetric Unlimited

Period

SMKD Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change

IGKMP Membership Symmetric Unlimited

Change

Message integrity
or compromise
robustness

Alohali Slimcast

Message integrity

Compromise roboustness

Fig. 13 Decision tree for the selection of decentralized/hybrid SGC
schemes if only features are considered

results in Iolus and CS having a lower level than IGKMP
and Hydra, but providing a higher level than Dep and Kro-
nos. Thus, only the levels of the schemes Alohali or LNT,
Riseg and Slimcast have to be inserted into this arrange-

ment. From the above illustration, it can be deduced that
these schemes should have a higher level than the IGKMP
and Hydra schemes. All that remains is to clarify whether the
Alohali scheme should have a higher, equal, or lower level
than the LNT, Riseg, and Slimcast schemes. Since we can-
not form any further rankings between these schemes with
respect to F f24− f31

Feat , and since these schemes all offer the
same number of features, it makes sense that they should all
be classified at the same level. Thus, the feature combination
of Marks forms security level 1, the combination of SMKD
forms security level 2, the combination of Dep and Kronos
forms level 3, the combination of Iolus and CS forms level
4, the combinations of the schemes IGKMP and Hydra form
level 5, and the combinations of the schemes Alohali and
LNT, Riseg, and Slimcast form levels 6.1 and 6.2, respec-
tively. Thus, we formally define the following security levels
for decentralized schemes, based on their feature combina-
tions. We use the index “de” to avoid confusion with the
security levels of the centralized and distributed schemes,
respectively.

– Sde,1 ={group independence},
– Sde,2 = Sde,1∪

{member authentication, Backward Secrecy},
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Fig. 14 Arrangement of the decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes based
on the number and subset relationships of the features provided. The
“<” operator means that the feature set of A is a true subset of the fea-

ture set of B if “Schema A< Schema B.” For schemas which are in the
same box, their feature sets are identical

– Sde,3 = Sde,2∪ {message confidentiality},
– Sde,4 = Sde,1∪ {backward secrecy, forward secrecy,

instant rekey, message confidentiality},
– Sde,5 = Sde,4∪ {message authentication},
– Sde,6.1 = Sde,5∪ {message integrity} and
– Sde,6.2 = Sde,5∪ {compromise robustness}.

Our decision tree in Fig. 15, analogous to the centralized
and distributed schemes, again follows the principle of first
determining the required security level and then narrowing
down the use case in terms of cryptography and life cycle
requirements and which group operations should be sup-
ported at all. If these constraints are still not sufficient for
a clear recommendation of a scheme, the use case is further
constrained based on performance aspects. Thus, our deci-
sion tree first considers whether the security level should
be greater than 6. For this case, only the schemes Alohali,
LNT, and Riseg are available for selection, all of which have
unlimited life cycles. Next, the decision tree asks whether
the cryptography used should be minimal or not. If yes,
the choice narrows down to the schemes Alohali and Slim-
cast. Since Alohali only supports the creation of a group,
but Slimcast additionally allows the addition and removal of
members, we make the final selection based on the criterion
whether a use case requires that only a group can be created,
but no members can be added or removed, or whether not.
In the former case our tree recommends Alohali, in the latter
case Slimcast. If, on the other hand, the use case requires
that the cryptography used must not be minimal, the four
schemes Alohali, LNT, RIseg and Slimcast are still avail-
able. Since Alohali is the only one of these schemes that
only allows the creation of a group, but not the addition and
removal of members, the decision tree asks what the use case
requires in this regard. If only one group can be created, then

Alohali is the only possible choice, but if members can be
added or removed, then a choice must be made between the
schemes LNT, Riseg and Slimcast. However, this choice can
be restricted directly to the schemes Slimcast and Riseg on
the basis of the determined rankings with respect to Fper f .
Slimcast is superior to Riseg only in the aspects of memory
requirements of the members and computational effort of the
members during group creation, since it has only constant
costs there, while Riseg has linear costs there. In all other
aspects, however, Riseg is better than Slimcast. Therefore, in
the next two questions, our decision tree considers whether
the members’ memory requirement must be constant or the
members’ computational cost in group creation must be con-
stant. If either of these is true, then the scheme Slimcast is
recommended. However, if these two cost aspects are also
allowed to be linear, then Riseg is clearly the best choice.

If, on the other hand, the use case only requires that the
security level must be greater than 5, the schemes Alohali,
LNT, Riseg, Slimcast, IGKMP and Hydra are available for
selection. After the question about the security level, the
next question is whether the use case requires minimal cryp-
tography or not. If so, the schemes Alohali, Riseg, LNT
and IGKMP are available in principle. Based on the pre-
viously determined rankings with respect to Fper f , LNT can
be excluded directly. Since Alohali again only allows the
creation of a group, but not the addition or removal of mem-
bers, as is the case with Riseg and IGKMP, the next question
is whether the use case requires that only a group may be
created whose composition may not change, or whether the
addition and removal of members should also be supported.
In the former case only the scheme Alohali remains, in the
latter case the schemes Riseg and IGKMP. RISEG is worse
than IGKMP in all aspects of performance, except for the
cost of CI for group creation and member removal. In these
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Fig. 15 Decision tree for the selection of decentralized/hybrid SGC schemes if both performance and features are considered
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two aspects, Riseg has only constant costs, while IGKMP
has linear costs. Therefore, in the next two questions, our
decision tree considers whether the CI’s computational cost
for group creation and member removal, respectively, must
be constant or may be linear. Riseg is recommended in the
former case, and IGKMP in the latter.

If the use case only requires a security level greater than 4,
the schemes Alohali, Riseg, Slimcast, LNT, Hydra, IGKMP,
Iolus and CS are available for selection. In order to limit
this selection, the decision tree next poses the question of
the cryptographic requirements. If these are allowed to be
minimal, this restricts the choice to the schemes Alohali,
IGKMP, Iolus, and CS. Since CS scores worse than IGKMP
with respect to Fper f , however, this scheme can be excluded
directly. Since of the remaining schemes again only Alohali
supports only the creation of a group, the question regard-
ing the allowed group operations is posed next. If only the
creation of a group should be possible, then Alohali is rec-
ommended accordingly. Otherwise a choice must be made
between Iolus and IGKMP. Since Iolus is worse than IGKMP
in all performance aspects, except for the number ofmessages
needed to remove amember, we use this number of messages
as the next constraint criterion. If the use case only allows
a maximum constant number of messages for removal, then
Iolus is clearly the best choice, otherwise IGKMP. If, on the
other hand, the cryptography does not have to be minimal,
then the schemes Alohali, Riseg, IGKMP, and Iolus are still
basically available for selection. Since of these Alohali again
only allows the creation of a group, but the other schemes also
support all other group operations, we next ask whether the
use case only allows the creation of a group. If yes, then
Alohali is recommended, if no, then a choice must be made
between the Riseg, IGKMP, and Iolus schemes. Since Iolus
is the only one of these schemes that only has a constant
cost with respect to the number for removing a member, the
next question we ask is what are the requirements of the use
case with respect to this number. If this is only allowed to be
constant, then Iolus is the best choice. Otherwise, the choice
narrows down to the schemes Riseg and IGKMP, since Iolus
always performs worse with respect to the remaining perfor-
mance aspects. Since IGKMP performs worse than Riseg in
terms of performance, apart from the memory requirements
of the CI and the members, as well as the authorization over-
head of the members during group creation, our decision
tree uses these two aspects to restrict the use case. If the use
case allows only constant memory costs and only constant
computation overhead of themembers during group creation,
IGKMP is recommended and Riseg if the costs can also be
linear in each case.

Since the subtree for the case that the security levelmust be
greater than 3 is equivalent to the case that the security level
must be greater than 4, we go in our decision tree directly
from “Security Level> 5” to “Security Level> 3.” The rea-

son why these two subtrees are equivalent is that, in contrast
to “Security Level > 4,” “Security Level > 3” only adds the
schemes DEP and Kronos, which are both minimal and have
unlimited life cycle, but both are worse in terms of Fper f than
the scheme IGKMP, which is also available in this case.

If the security level only has to be greater than 2, only
the SMKD scheme is added in comparison with “Security
level > 3.” The SMKD scheme has minimal cryptography
and unlimited life cycle. However, it supports the creation
of a group as well as the addition of members, but not the
removal of members. Therefore, the subtree for the “Security
Level > 2” case is almost analogous to the “Security Level
> 3” case. The only difference is that if the question whether
the use case only requires the creation of a group is answered
with yes, then the question comes whether the use case only
allows the creation of a group and the addition of members
and prohibits the removal of members. If this is the case, the
scheme SMKD is recommended, otherwise the decision tree
behaves analogously to the case “Security Level > 3” if the
question “Only Creation needed” was answered with no.

If the use case only requires that the security level is greater
than 1, then, compared to the case “Security Level > 2,” the
Marks scheme is added. Marks has minimal cryptography,
but has limited life cycle. Therefore, we can again design
the following subtree largely analogous to the case “Security
Level> 2.” The difference is that after asking about cryptog-
raphy, we now ask about life cycle. If the use case requires
that these should be limited, then Marks is recommended.
Otherwise, the remaining subtree behaves analogously to the
case “Security Level > 2” after the question regarding the
cryptography has been asked.

If the security level does not matter, our decision tree next
bounds the use case based on whether the cryptography used
must be minimal. If not, then all schemes are available for
selection and the selection problem is largely the same as the
problem of selecting a decentralized SGC scheme when only
performance is considered. The only difference is that the
purely performance-based tree does not consider life cycle.
Therefore, in this case, our decision tree next asks whether
the life cycle should be limited or not. If yes, then onlyMarks
remains, if no, then it refers to the performance-based deci-
sion tree from Fig. 12. If the cryptography used is to be
minimal, then the choice of possible schemes is restricted
to Marks, Alohali, Iolus, SMKD and IGKMP. Since only
Marks has limited life cycles, the choice can be narrowed
down by the question whether the use case requires limited
life cycles or not. If yes, then Marks is the only choice, if no,
then Alohali, Iolus, SMKD and IGKMP remain for selec-
tion. Of these schemes, only Iolus and IGKMP allow both
the creation of a group and the addition and removal of mem-
bers. Alohali, on the other hand, only allows the creation of
a group, and SMKD allows the creation of a group as well
as the addition of members, but not the removal of them.
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Therefore, Alohali is recommended next if the use case only
requires the creation of a group, or SMKD if no members
need to be removed. If, on the other hand, all group opera-
tions are required, then a choice must be made between Iolus
and IGKMP. Since Iolus, in terms of performance, is inferior
to IGKMP in all aspects except for the number of messages
required to remove members, Iolus is only recommended if
removing members may only require a constant number of
messages. Otherwise IGKMP is recommended.

7 Cross-category selection guidelines for
SGC Schemes

Having created the decision trees when the use case already
dictates the use of a concrete class of schemes, we now con-
sider the case when such a constraint is not already present
when selecting a scheme. Accordingly, we now create cross-
category decision trees for the selection of a scheme.

For this purpose, we proceed analogously to the category-
specific decision trees and first design a decision tree based
purely on performance or feature, respectively, in order to
finally design a decision tree that takes both into account.

7.1 Cross-category performance-driven analysis of
SGC schemes

Across-category recommendation of an SGC scheme, purely
on the basis of performance, first raises the question of
how this is even possible with the different categories.
Fortunately, the three categories can be split by means of
their architecture into two disjoint sets. One with CI and
one without CI. Or specifically into the two sets {central-
ized, decentralized/hybrid} and {distributed/contributory}.
The performance of the centralized and decentralized/hybrid
schemes are captured using the same metrics, see Tables 5
and 6 and 13 and 14, which allows a direct comparison
of the two classes. Therefore, in our opinion, it is reason-
able to assume that only a comparison between centralized
and decentralized/hybrid schemes makes sense and that dis-
tributed/contributory schemes cannot be directly compared
with any other category. In our opinion, this is also reflected
in the basic architecture and involved actors of the different
categories.

Therefore, the first question our decision tree in Fig. 16
asks is whether the use case requires a CI or not. If no,
then only the distributed schemes are available for selection
and the further subtree corresponds to the decision tree for
the selection of a distributed scheme on the basis of perfor-
mance from Fig. 11. If a CI is to be present after all, then we
can directly restrict the selection of eligible schemes to the
schemes GKMP, S2RP, OFT, OFCT, SGCSH, EBS, SMKD,
Marks, Alohali, Riseg, Iolus and IGKMP. This is because,

overall, only the centralized and decentralized schemes are
eligible, and of these, again, only the schemes of the corre-
sponding Pareto fronts. This set of schemes can be directly
divided into the following three sets, where the schemes
of the first set only support creating a group, the schemes
of the second set only support creating a group as well as
adding members, and those of the third set support removing
members in addition to group creation and adding mem-
bers: {Alohali}, {GKMP, SMKD, Marks} and {S2RP, OFT,
OFCT, SGCSH, EBS, Riseg, Iolus, IGKMP}. Since GKMP
is better than SMD and Marks in terms of Fper f , the second
set can be directly reduced to {GKMP}. For further con-
straining the use case, the decision tree is based on these
three sets. Thus, the next step is to determine whether only
the creation of a group should be allowed, but not the removal
or addition of members. If yes, then Alohali can be recom-
mended directly. If no, then we next consider whether the
use case requires that the creation of a group and the addi-
tion of members should be possible, but not the removal of
members. If yes, then GKMP can be recommended directly.
If no, then a selection must be made from the set {S2RP,
OFT, OFCT, SGCSH, EBS, Riseg, Iolus, IGKMP}. In order
to select a scheme from this set, the use case must be fur-
ther restricted. This is done next on the basis of the question
whether the calculation effort of the CI for the group creation
must be constant or not. If yes, the scheme Riseg can be rec-
ommended directly. If no, we have already restricted the use
case so far that the scheme SGCSH is constant everywhere in
the remaining performance aspects, except for the number of
messages needed for removing members. For this, SGCSH
requires a linear number. Therefore, our decision tree next
asks what constraints the use case has on this number. If this
is allowed to be linear, then the scheme SGCSH can be rec-
ommended directly. If not, then the two cases still need to
be handled if this number is only allowed to be constant and
logarithmic, respectively.

For the case that the number ofmessages for the removal of
amembermayonly be constant, the selection restricts itself to
the schemes OFT, OFCT and Iolus, whereby the former two
are identical regarding Fper f . Here, Iolus is recommended if
the use case requires that either the total computational cost
of removing and adding members must be constant or the
storage requirements for members must be constant. Other-
wise, OFT and OFCT are recommended.

In the case that the message count for removing members
may also be logarithmic, the schemes S2RP, OFT, OFCT,
EBS, and Iolus are available for selection overall. In order to
select from these schemes, the use case is next constrained by
the question of what storage requirements may be imposed
on the members. If the members’ memory requirements may
be at most constant, then Iolus is the only choice. If, on the
other hand, the storage requirements of the members may
also be logarithmic, then the next step is to consider the total
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Fig. 16 Cross-category decision tree for the selection of SGC schemes
if only the performance is considered

computational cost of adding members. If these costs may
be only constant, then only Iolus and S2RP are to the selec-
tion. Here S2RP is recommended, if both the sizes of the
messages for adding and removing members may be loga-
rithmically large and if the computation costs of themembers
for removing members may be logarithmic. Otherwise, Iolus
is recommended.On the other hand, if the computational cost
of adding members is also allowed to be logarithmic, the use
case is constrained on the basis of whether the computational
cost of removing members is allowed to be at most con-
stant or logarithmic. In the former case, only Iolus remains.
In the latter case, Iolus, S2RP, OFT, OFCT, and EBS are

still available for selection. Therefore, the use case must be
further restricted, this time by the question of whether a max-
imum constant or logarithmic number of messages may be
sent for the removal of members. In the former case, only
the two schemes Iolus and OFT and OFCT remain. Iolus is
recommended if the message size for adding and removing
membersmay be constant atmost andOFT andOFCT,which
are identical with respect to Fper f . If, on the other hand, the
message count for removing a member is also allowed to be
logarithmic, then Iolus, S2RP, OFT, and OFCT and EBS are
still available for selection, but the use case is now already so
strongly restricted that S2RP, OFT, and OFCT are identical
with respect to the remaining performance aspects. To make
the final selection from these schemes, the decision tree asks
three final questions. The first is whether the messages for
group creation must be of constant size or may be logarith-
mic. In the former case, only Iolus remains. In the latter case,
the second question is how many messages may be sent for
adding a member. If logarithmically many messages may be
sent, then EBS is clearly the best choice. If this number of
messages for adding must be constant, the last question is
asked, which is: may the messages for adding be at most
constant or logarithmically large. In the former case, only
Iolus remains; in the latter case, S2RP, OFT, and OFCTmust
be recommended, which are now indistinguishable due to the
restrictions placed.

7.2 Cross-category feature-driven analysis of SGC
schemes

For the cross-category, purely feature-based decision tree, we
again divide the schemes into the two disjoint sets {central-
ized, decentralized/hybrid} and {distributed/collaborative}.
Accordingly, the first question asked by the decision tree
in Fig. 17 is whether a CI should be present or not. If it is
not, then the remainder of the subtree corresponds to the
decision tree for selecting distributed/contributing systems
based solely on features from Fig. 9. If so, then a selection
must be made from the centralized and distributed/hybrid
systems. In doing so, we can restrict the selection of eligi-
ble schemes directly to the schemes of the Pareto fronts with
respect to FFeat . Thus,we can directly restrict the selection to
the SBSA and S2RP schemes for the centralized systems and
to Slimcast andAlohali for the decentralized/hybrid systems.
To determine whether this selection can be further restricted,
we determine whether additional rankings can be determined
for these schemes with respect to FFeat . In the course of this,
we were able to determine the following rankings:

– FFeat (Alohali) < FFeat (SBSA)
– FFeat (Alohali) < FFeat (LKH) = FFeat (LKH+)
– FFeat (Slimcast)< FFeat (LKH) = FFeat (LKH+)
– FFeat (Slimcast) < FFeat (S2RP)
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Fig. 17 Cross-category decision tree for the selection of a SGCschemes
if only features are considered

Using the above rankings, the choice can be further nar-
rowed down to the two schemes Slimcast and Alohali. Thus,
the following subtree for the presence of a CI is equivalent to
the decision tree for choosing a decentralized/hybrid scheme
purely based on features from Fig. 13.

7.3 Cross-category performance and feature-driven
analysis of SGC schemes

Now that we have created cross-category decision trees that
focus only on performance or features, we will create a
cross-category decision tree that takes both features and per-
formance into account. In doing so, we proceed analogously
to the creation of the category-specific decision trees which
consider both features and performance. In concrete terms,
this means that we first define the corresponding security lev-
els. Again, we assume that only centralized and decentralized
schemes can be meaningfully compared with each other and
that our decision tree is divided into two subtrees right at
the beginning. For one subtree, we assume that a centralized
instance exists and therefore centralized and decentralized
schemes are available for selection. For the other subtree,
it is assumed that there is no central instance and therefore
only distributed schemes are available for selection. Based
on this initial split, we believe it is reasonable that we also
consider this split when defining the security levels. Thus,
the security levels for the case where no CI exists corre-
spond to the security levels Sdis,1 - Sdis,3 of the distributed
schemes. For the casewhere aCI is present, we need tomerge
the individual definitions of the security levels for central-
ized and distributed schemes into a common definition. To
avoid confusion, we use the index “cdc,” short for central-
ized decentralized/contributory, for the new security levels
to be defined. To define these security levels, we again first
determine all possible rankings of the centralized and decen-

tralized schemes with respect to the partial vector F f21− f28
Feat

and abbreviate F f24− f31
Feat again with Fp.

– Fp(Marks) > Fp(SGCSH)
– Fp(Marks) > Fp(SMKD)
– Fp(Marks) > Fp(GKMP)
– Fp(DEP) = Fp(Kronos) > Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS)
– Fp(SGCSH) > Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS)
– Fp(CFKM) > Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS)
– Fp(CFKM) > Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) =

Fp(OFT) = Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS)
– Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS) > Fp(SBSA)
– Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS) > Fp(S2RP)
– Fp(Iolus) = Fp(CS) > Fp(IGKMP) = Fp(Hydra)
– Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) = Fp(OFT) =

Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS) > Fp(SBSA)
– Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) = Fp(OFT) =

Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS) > Fp(S2RP)
– Fp(SKDC) = Fp(LKH) = Fp(LKH+) = Fp(OFT) =

Fp(OFCT) = Fp(EBS) = Fp(XFKS) > Fp(IGKMP) =
Fp(Hydra)

– Fp(SBSA) > Fp(Alohali)
– Fp(IGKMP) = Fp(Hydra) > Fp(Alohali)
– Fp(S2RP) > Fp(LNT) = Fp(Riseg) = Fp(Slimcast)
– Fp(IGKMP) = Fp(Hydra) > Fp(LNT) = Fp(Riseg) =

Fp(Slimcast)

To get a better overview of the above rankings, we visu-
alize them in Fig. 18. In this figure, the operator “<” again
means that if “Scheme A < Scheme B,” the feature set of A
is a true subset of the feature set of B.

Based on Fig. 18 and analogous to the definition of the
category-specific security levels, we again decide that the
security levels in this case can again be traced back, in sim-
plified terms, to the number of features provided. Based on
this definition, we can define the following security levels,
which again correspond to the feature combinations of the
individual schemes:

– Scdc,1 ={group independence},
– Scdc,2.1 = Scdc,1∪ {message integrity, message confiden-

tiality},
– Scdc,2.2 = Scdc,1∪ {backward secrecy, member authenti-
cation},

– Scdc,2.3 = Scdc,1∪ {backward secrecy, instant rekey},
– Scdc,3.1 = Scdc,2.2∪ {message confidentiality},
– Scdc,3.2 = Scdc,2.3∪ {forward secrecy},
– Scdc,4 = Scdc,3.2∪ {message confidentiality},
– Scdc,5.1 = Scdc,2.1∪ {backward secrecy, forward secrecy,

instant rekey},
– Scdc,5.2 = Scdc,4∪ {member authentication},
– Scdc,5.3 = Scdc,4∪ {compromise robustness},
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Fig. 18 Arrangement of the
centralized and
decentralized/hybrid SGC
schemes based on the number
and subset relationships of the
features provided. The “<”
operator means that the feature
set of A is a true subset of the
feature set of B if “Schema A <

Schema B.” For schemes which
are in the same box, their feature
sets are identical

– Scdc,6.1 = Scdc,5.1∪ {member authentication},
– Scdc,6.2 = Scdc,5.2∪ {compromise robustness},

Now that the security levels are defined for the casewhen a
CI is present, we can start designing the cross-category deci-
sion tree,which considers both features and performance. For
clarity, we have split this tree into several graphs, with the
start of the tree shown in Fig. 19. As mentioned before, the
decision tree first analyzes whether a CI should be present or
not. If no, the further subtree corresponds to the decision tree
for selecting a distributed SGC scheme from Fig. 11, if both
performance and features are to be considered. If yes, only
centralized and decentralized schemes are still considered,
and the decision tree first determines what level of security
Scgc the use case requires. If Scgc must be > 5, then only
the LNT, RiSeG, Slimcast, and Alohali schemes are avail-
able for selection. This selection corresponds exactly to the
schemes that form security level 6.1 and 6.2 for the decen-
tralized SGC schemes. Therefore, the further subtree for the
case that Scgc must be> 5 corresponds to the subtree for the
selection of a dencentralized schemewhen both performance
and features are to be considered and the security level Sdis
must be greater than 6 from Fig. 15.

If the security level Scgc only needs to be greater than
4, the selection expands to the LNT, RiSeG, Slimcast, Alo-
hali, S2RP, SBSA, IGKMP, and Hydra schemes. To make a
selection from these schemes, the decision tree first deter-
mines whether the cryptography used must be minimal and
then whether the life cycles should be limited or unlimited.
If the cryptography must be minimal, this limits the selec-
tion to the schemes Slimcast, Alohali, S2RP, IGKMP and
Hydra. If the life cycles are also to be limited, only the S2RP
scheme remains to be selected. If you want the life cycle to
be unlimited, you have to choose between the schemes Slim-
cast, Hydra, Alohali and IGKMP. Since of these schemes
Alohali only supports group creation, but the other schemes
also support adding and removingmembers, the decision tree
next asks whether the use case requires that only one group
be created. If yes, Alohali is the only possible choice and
if no, IGKMP is clearly the best remaining choice. In the

case where the cryptography does not need to be minimal,
the original schemes LNT, RiSeG, Slimcast, Alohali, S2RP,
SBSA, IGKMP, and Hydra are still available for selection.
Analogous to the minimal case, the use case is next restricted
based on whether the life cyclemust be limited or not. If yes,
then again only S2RP remains as the only scheme. If not, the
schemes LNT, RIseg, Slimcast, Alohali, SBSA, IGKMP and
Hydra are available for selection. Since all of these schemes,
except Alohali, support adding and removing members in
addition to creating a group, the decision tree further nar-
rows down the use case as to which group operations should
be supported. If only the creation of a group should be possi-
ble, Alohali is the only choice. If additionally removing and
adding should be supported, only the schemes IGKMP, Riseg
and SBSA remain for selection, since the following rankings
apply: Fper f (LNT) > Fper f (Slimcast) > Fper f (IGKMP).
Since IGKMP is the only one of the remaining schemes that
requires only constant storage cost for both CI and group
members, the decision tree is next constrained to determine
whether the use case requires constant storage cost. If yes,
then IGKMP can be recommended directly, if no, then the
computational costs of the CI for creating a group are con-
sidered next. If these are only allowed to be constant, only
the scheme Riseg remains. If no, the final choice is made
on the basis of the question how the calculation costs of the
members for the group creation may behave. If these costs
may only be linear, IGKMP is clearly the best scheme. If, on
the other hand, these costs may also be linear, then Riseg is
the best choice.

If the security level Scgc only needs to be greater than 3,
the schemes LNT, Riseg, Slimcast, Alohali, S2RP, IGKMP,
Hydra, SBSA, Iolus, CS, SKDC, LKH, LKH+, OFT, OFCT,
EBS, XFKS, Dep, Kronos, and CFKM are basically avail-
able. The corresponding partial decision tree is illustrated in
Fig. 20. In this decision tree, we first analyze whether the use
case requires the cryptography used to be minimal or not.
If so, we narrow the choice down to the schemes Slimcast,
Alohali, S2RP, IGKMP, Hydra, Iolus, CS, LKH, and LKH+,
and next consider again the use case requirements in terms
of life cycles. If the use case requires that the life cycle be
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Fig. 19 Cross-category decision tree for the selection of a SGCschemes
if both performance and features are considered (Part 1/5)

limited, then S2RP is the only scheme to consider. If not, the
choice has been narrowed further so that the S2RP scheme
is no longer available for selection. Of the schemes left to
choose from, the Alohali scheme stands out because, unlike
the other remaining schemes, it only allows you to create
one, not add and remove members. Therefore, the decision
tree next asks which group operations should be supported.
If only group creation should be possible, then Alohali is the
only scheme in question. If, in addition to group creation, the
addition and removal of members should also be possible, a
selection must be made from the schemes Slimcast, IGKMP,
Hydra, Iolus,CS,LKHandLKH+.Since it additionally holds
that Fper f (LK H) > Fper f (LK H+), Fper f (Slimcast) =
Fper f (CS)> Fper f (Hydra)> Fper f (IGKMP) this selec-
tion can be further restricted to the schemes Iolus, IGKMP
and LKH+. The final selection from these schemes is made
based on performance, forwhich the next question iswhat the
use case requires in terms of the number of messages needed
for removal. If this is only allowed to be constant, then only
Iolus is available for selection. If this may be also logarith-

Fig. 20 Cross-category decision tree for the selection of a SGCschemes
if both performance and features are considered (Part 2/5)

mic, then LKH+ is recommended if the use case requires it
that either the message sizes may be maximally logarithmi-
cally large, the computation costs of the CI for the removing
may be only logarithmically large or the computation costs
of the members for the group production may be only log-
arithmically large. If, on the other hand, all these costs just
mentioned may also be linearly large, then Iolus is clearly
the best choice.

If the number of messages required for removal may also
be linear, then LKH+ is recommended if the computational
cost ofCImaybe logarithmic atmost, and IGKMPotherwise.
The case where the cryptography used must be non-minimal
and the corresponding decision tree is shown in Fig. 21 for
a better overview. In this case, the decision tree first deter-
mines again whether the life cycle should be limited. If yes,
then S2RP is the only choice. If no, then a choice must
be made from the schemes LNT, Riseg, Slimcast, Alohali,
IGKMP,Hydra, SBSA, Iolus,CS, SKDC,LKH,LKH+,OFT,
OFCT, EBS, XFKS,Dep, Kronos, andCFKM. Since of these
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Fig. 21 Cross-category decision
tree for the selection of a SGC
schemes if both performance
and features are considered (Part
3/5)

schemes, again all schemes exceptAlohali allowaddition and
removal of members in addition to group creation, the deci-
sion tree next further restricts the use case as to which group
operations should be allowed. If only the creation of a group
is to be possible, then only Alohali remains, if in addition
also the removing and adding of members is to be possi-
ble, schemes LNT, Riseg, Slimcast, IGKMP, Hydra, SBSA,
Iolus, CS, SKDC, LKH, LKH+, OFT, OFCT, EBS, XFKS,
Dep, Kronos, and CFKM are available for selection. How-
ever, since Fper f (LK H) > Fper f (EBS), Fper f (LNT ) >
Fper f (Hydra) > Fper f (IGKMP) and Fper f (Slimcast)

> Fper f (Hydra) and Fper f (CS) > Fper f (Hydra) and
Fper f (XK FS)> Fper f (IGKMP), the selection can be fur-
ther restricted directly to the OFT, OFCT, Riseg, IGKMP,
Iolus, and EBS schemes. To make a selection from these
schemes, their performance properties are again used. It is
noticeable that IGKMP is the only one with only constant
memory requirements for CI. Therefore, the next step is to
restrict the use case as to whether the memory requirements
for the CI may be constant at most or linear. In the former
case, IGKMPcan be recommended directly. In the latter case,
the use case must be further constrained. Since Riseg is the
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only scheme that has only constant computational costs for
the CI during group creation, this aspect is used as the next
constraint criterion. If the use case requires that these costs
may only be constant, then only the Riseg scheme remains.
If, on the other hand, these costs may also be linear, the deci-
sion tree must further specify the use case. There are several
possible ways to do this at this point, we chose to consider
the number of messages for removal as the next criterion
in the hope that this would keep the further decision tree
as small as possible. In the case that only a constant num-
ber of messages is allowed for removal, only the schemes
OFT, OFCT and Iolus are left to choose from, where OFT
and OFCT are identical with respect to Fper f . The scheme
Iolus is recommended, if in addition the size of the messages
for removal may be linearly large, the computational cost
of the CI for removal may be linearly large and the com-
putational cost of the members for creation may be linearly
large. If, on the other hand, these costs are allowed to be
at most logarithmically large, OFT or OFCT is clearly the
better choice. If the removal permits logarithmically many
messages, the scheme EBS is available for selection in addi-
tion to the schemes OFT, OFCT and Iolus. The choice can be
traced back to the selection between OFT, OFCT and Iolus
mentioned directly before, for the case that the number of
messages for adding and removing may only be constant.
If, on the other hand, a logarithmic number of messages
may also be sent, we consider as the next containment cri-
terion whether the message size for removal may be at most
logarithmic or linear. This is because in the former case,
only the scheme EBS remains. In the second case, the selec-
tion can still be restricted to the schemes EBS and Iolus,
since from this point on Fper f (OFT ) = Fper f (OFCT ) >
Fper f (EBS) holds. Here we recommend Iolus if the storage
requirements for themembersmust be constant, or if the stor-
age requirements for the members may be logarithmic and in
addition the messages for creation may be constant size only,
or if the storage requirements for the members may be loga-
rithmic and themessages for creationmay be logarithmically
large for this and also the computational costs of the mem-
bers for creation and theCI for removalmay be linearly large.
Otherwise, EBS is recommended. If the removal may need,
however, linearly many messages, the schemes OFCT, OFT,
Riseg, IGKMP, Iolus and EBS are further to the selection. By
the further question about the computation costs of the CI for
the removal the scheme Riseg can be recommended directly,
if thesemay be only constant and the scheme IGKMP, if these
may be linearly large. However, if they are only allowed to be
logarithmically large, the use case must be further restricted.
To do this, we next consider the storage requirements on the
members. If these are only allowed to be logarithmic, then
only OFT, OFCT and EBS are left to choose from. Here OFT
and OFCT are recommended, if in addition the number for
the addition may be only constant and otherwise EBS. If the

storage requirement of the members may be also linear, then
Riseg is recommended, if the computation costs of the mem-
bers for the creation may be linear. If these costs may be only
logarithmic, the further subtree corresponds to the case that
the memory requirements for the members were allowed to
be only logarithmic.

If the security level Scgc only has to be greater than 2, the
schemesDep,Kronos andCFKMare added. The correspond-
ing subtree is illustrated in Fig. 22.However, the two schemes
Dep and Kronos can be excluded directly, since they have
non-minimal cryptography as well as unlimited life cycle
and are identical to Slimcast with respect to Fper f . Since
Slimcast additionally has minimal cryptography and Scgc >
4 was not recommended in the previous case, it is obvious
that now Dep and Kronos are not recommended either. The
scheme CFKM is identical to LKH+ in terms of Fper f , life
cycle, and cryptography used. Therefore, the subtree for the
case Scgc > 2 is identical to the case Scgc > 3 except that now
that LKH+ is recommended, CFKM is also recommended.

In the case that the safety level Scgc must only be greater
than 1, the schemes SGCSH, SMKD and GKMP are added.
Thus, the schemes SGCSH, SMKD, GKMP, Dep, Kronos,
CFKM, Iolus, CS, SKDC, LKH, LKH+, OFT, OFCT, EBS,
XKFS, S2RP, IGKMP, Hydra, SBSA, LNT, Riseg, Slimcast
and Alohali are available. The selection from these schemes
is made in the decision tree in Fig. 22. In this tree, we first
determine whether the cryptography used must be minimal
or not. If yes, we restrict the selection to the schemes Slim-
cast, Alohali, S2RP, IGKMP, Hydra, Iolus, CS, LKH, LKH+,
CFKM,SGCSHandSMKD.Next, the use case is constrained
as to whether the life cycle should be limited or not. If this
is the case, only the S2RP and SGCSH schemes are avail-
able for selection. S2RP is recommended, if the removal may
need only logarithmicallymanymessages and SGCSH, if the
removal may need also linearly many messages. If the life
cycle are not to be limited, the schemes Slimcast, Alohali,
IGKMP, Hydra, Iolus, CS, LKH, LKH+, CFKM and SMKD
are available. Of these schemes, since the Alohali scheme
supports only group creation and the SMKDscheme supports
only group creation and addition, but the remaining schemes
support creation and addition and removal, the decision tree
uses the question of which group operations to support as
the next enclosure criterion. Alohali is recommended if only
the creation of a group should be supported and SMKD if
the creation of a group and the addition of members should
be possible. If all group operations are to be supported, the
further decision tree is analogous to the case where the secu-
rity level Scgc must be > 2, the cryptography used must be
minimal, and the life cyclemust be unbounded, and not only
group creation is to be supported. If the cryptographydoes not
have to be minimal, the schemes SGCSH, SMKD, GKMP,
Dep, Kronos, CFKM, Iolus, CS, SKDC, LKH, LKH+, OFT,
OFCT, EBS, XKFS, S2RP, IGKMP, Hydra, SBSA, LNT,
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Fig. 22 Cross-category decision
tree for the selection of a SGC
schemes if both performance
and features are considered
(Part 4/5)

Riseg, Slimcast, and Alohali are still available for selection.
The rest of the subtree is mostly analogous to the case where
the cryptography must be minimal. The only two differences
are that GKMP is now recommended instead of SMKD and
that the reference Scgc > 2 now naturally assumes that the
cryptography is not minimal.

If the security level Scgc is no longer important, only the
Marks scheme is added compared to Scgc > 1. The deci-
sion tree associated for this case is illustrated in Fig. 23.
Since Marks only supports group creation and addition, but
not removal, the case where the security level Scgc does not
matter is mostly analogous to the case Scgc > 1. The only
differences can occur if only in cases where the use case
requires that no removal should be supported. In this case,

Marks is now the best candidate for the case where the cryp-
tography used must be minimal and the life cycle must be
unbounded. There are no effects on the case that the cryptog-
raphy does not have to be minimal, since the SMKD scheme
is also available there, which is better with respect to Fper f .

8 Discussion of the selection guidelines

After we have created the category-specific and cross-
category guidelines for the selection of an SGC scheme,
we want to discuss the created decision trees. To do so, we
address the quality and extensibility of the decision trees
we created. In order to evaluate the quality of our decision
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Fig. 23 Cross-category decision
tree for the selection of a SGC
schemes if both performance
and features are considered (Part
5/5)

trees, we face the problem that there are no other works in
the literature that break down the performance and features
in as much detail as we did in order to create appropriate
decision trees based on this information. For this reason, we
can also not compare these. Thus, we decided to use the
“naive” process of selecting an SGC scheme as a baseline
and compare ourselves against this baseline. To show how
the naive approach works, we consider a simplified exam-
ple that attempts to propose a scheme based on three criteria.
The associated decision tree would ask the user in turn which
of the three criteria is most important to him, second most
important, and least important. Thus, a total of 6 different
use cases would have to be distinguished. Generalized, this
means for the naive approach that itmust distinguishC !many
use cases, whereC stands for the number of selection criteria
to be considered.

To evaluate the quality of our decision trees, we first con-
sider the category-specific trees and then the cross-class trees.
The number of use cases per class, which have to be con-
sidered for the recommendation of a scheme, are listed in
Table 16. We distinguish in this table whether only its per-
formance or features are decisive for the recommendation
of a scheme, or whether both are to be taken into account.
Table 16 shows that we never have to distinguish between
more than 70 use cases per class. To be able to classify the
required number of use cases to distinguish, we consider
the naive approach to propose a scheme. For centralized and
hybrid schemes, the naive approach must distinguish 14!,
8!, and 22! many use cases, respectively, if the selection

is performance-driven, feature-driven or performance and
feature-driven, respectively. For distributed schemes, anal-
ogously, 15!, 8!, and 23! many use cases would have to be
considered, which is due to the fact that, in contrast to the
centralized and hybrid schemes, the number of rounds is not
always constant for decentralized schemes and thus repre-
sent an additional selection criterion. Thus, we can draw the
following conclusion: Based on the identified Pareto fronts,
the number of use cases to be considered for recommending
an SGC scheme can be limited to the extent that less than
1% of the use cases that the naive approach would have to
consider are needed in our decision trees.

After discussing the class-specific decision trees, we next
consider the cross-class decision trees. Our corresponding
performance, feature and performance, and feature-driven
decision trees must distinguish 42, 6, and 92 use cases in
total, respectively. The naive approach would analogously
have to distinguish 16!, 9!, and 24! many use cases, respec-
tively. Thus, our cross-class decision trees must consider less
than 1% of the use cases that the naive approach would have
to consider in any case. Overall, we conclude the following
for the quality of our decision trees: since our decision trees
have to consider less than 1%of the use cases than the respec-
tive baseline we have achieved a significant reduction in the
decision space, which speaks for the quality of the decision
trees we build.

Having discussed the quality of the designed decision
trees, we now discuss their extensibility. To evaluate the
extensibility of our decision trees, we look more closely at
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Table 16 Amount of use cases
to be considered for
recommending an SGC scheme
per class and selection criteria

SGC class Performance driven Feature driven Performance and feature-driven

Centralized 5 5 22

Distributed 23 4 62

Hybrid 8 2 43

Table 17 Delimitation form related work

[5] [15] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [10] We

Systematic comparison × × × × × × × � �
Computation cost per group operation × × × × × × × × �
Storage requirements � � � � � � � � �
Communication cost per group operation × × × × × × × × �
Forward, backward secrecy � � � � � � � � �
Key update frequency � × � × × × × � �
Instant rekey × × × × × × × � �
Member authentication � � × � × × × � �
Message confidentiality � � × × × × × � �
Message integrity � � × × × × × � �
Compromise robustness � � × × × × � � �
Group independence × � × × × × × � �
Performance-based selection guidelines × × × × × × × � �
Feature-based selection guidelines × × × × × × × � �
Performance- and Feature-based selection guidelines × × × × × × × × �

what would happen if an additional scheme is to be consid-
ered in the selection process. For this scenario, four cases can
occur. (1) The new scheme is not part of the newly determined
Pareto front. In this case, an already considered scheme is
always better than the new scheme, so it does not matter for
the design of the decision trees. Therefore, in this case, our
decision trees remain valid. (2) The new scheme is part of
the Pareto front, but coincides with an already existing point
P in the front. In this case, we only need to update our deci-
sion trees so that when the schemes that form the point P are
recommended, the new scheme is also recommended.

(3) The new scheme forms a new point in the Pareto
front, does not coincide with any existing point, and does not
remove any existing point in the front. In this case, we can
also use our decision trees and extend them by performing
an additional analysis on each leaf of the tree to determine
whether the previously proposed scheme is better than the
new scheme in the given situation.

(4) The new scheme creates a new point in the Pareto
front and removes an existing point. This means that the
new scheme is always better than the schemes of the dis-
placed point. In this case, we can build back on our decision
trees and can simply recommend the new scheme wherever
the schemes of the removed point were recommended. For
the leaves of the decision trees where no removed scheme

was recommended, we have to analyze again whether in the
respective situation the new scheme is better than the previ-
ously proposed scheme.

Thus, we conclude that our decision trees are not only rel-
evant for the schemes we consider, but that they can also be
extended to include new schemes. This underpins the exten-
sibility of the decision trees we have created.

9 Related work

In this section, we review related work and highlight the nov-
elty of our contributions. To this end, we consider Table 17,
which provides an overview of related work. These works
consist of surveys that present an overview of SGC schemes.
From this table, it is immediately apparent that only our
previous survey [10] even addresses the question of how to
support or structure the selection process of an SGC scheme.
However, the table also shows that our previous work [10]
only provided guidelines for cases when the selection of a
scheme depends only on performance, or only on features. In
addition, our previous work only captured the computational
costs in total and did not break them down by the particu-
lar group operation. Similarly, the communication costs were
not broken down by group operation and only the total data to
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be transmitted was considered, without analyzing it in more
detail in terms of message volume and message size. Com-
pared to our previous work [10], we now have (1) a guideline
that considers both performance and features in addition to
the purely performance- or feature-oriented guidelines and
(2) a more detailed breakdown of the computation and com-
munication costs with respect to each group operation and
the amount and size of messages, which is also be taken into
account accordingly in the creation process of the guidelines.

The rest of the related work from Table 17 focuses on pro-
viding overviews of the performance and features of SGC
schemes and does not provide any selection aids. Table 17
shows that our work not only provides appropriate selec-
tion aids, but also contains much more detailed overviews.
For example, our work includes information on forward
and backward secrecy, key updates frequency, instant rekey,
member authentication, message confidentiality, message
integrity, compromise robustness, and group independence
for all schemes. The only other work that provides all these
pieces of information for each of the schemes is our previous
work [10]. The aspects of computation and communication
costs are also already considered in the related work, but
only our work breaks down these costs for all schemes with
respect to the group operations, and only our work includes
for the communication costs not only the pure amount of data
that has to be transmitted, but also the number and size of the
messages needed for each group operation.

10 Conclusion

In 2016, an Internet-of-Things (IoT) device-based DDoS
attack brought down various services such as Netflix and
Spotify. This attack was made possible because of the lack
of security in developing these devices and the lack of consid-
eration for security during their installation. As the number
of installed IoT devices is expected to increase worldwide, so
does the potential threat and the importance of securing these
devices and their communications. In contrast to traditional
1-to-1 communication encryption, the n-to-n communication
used by IoT devices is more challenging to encrypt. To over-
come this, secure group communication (SGC) schemes can
be used to encrypt messages for a group of recipients effi-
ciently. The choice of SGC method for a particular use case
is critical, as there are a large number of proposedmethods in
the literature. They differ in architecture, workflow, security
features, and performance, making it difficult to determine
the best procedure for a particular use case. In this paper,
we study 34 SCG methods in terms of their computational
and communication costs and their security features, result-
ing in 24 performance and security characteristics. Based on
this information, we provide an overview and guidelines for
selecting an SGC scheme by modeling the selection process

as a multi-objective problem and using decision trees to pri-
oritize the objectives.

As future work, we plan to extend our work to attribute-
based encryption schemes. For this purpose, we first want
to provide corresponding overviews of the performance and
properties of attribute-based schemes in order to design cor-
responding selection aids. After analyzing attribute-based
schemes, we plan to compare SGC and attribute-based
schemes and to design corresponding selection aids that con-
sider both categories.
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